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Net-Zero Industrial Pathways (N-ZIP) Model Introduction

Introduction to the Document

• This document provides a User Guide to using the Net-Zero Industrial Pathway (N-ZIP) model, highlighting 
inputs and outputs. It also acts as an Assumptions Log, documenting data sources, internal calculation 
methodology and assumptions made in the modelling.

• This document refers to version 1.1 of the Net-Zero Industrial Pathways (N-ZIP) model.

Background to the Project

• The N-ZIP model was developed as a key output of a project for the Climate Change Committee (CCC) and 
the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) to assess viable pathways for deep 
emissions reductions in UK industry, in support of the CCC work on their 6th carbon budget 
recommendations. 

• The objective of developing the modelling was to provide a tool for producing and assessing net-zero 
consistent pathways for the CCC’s economy wide scenarios for the 6th carbon budget. This objective 
provides some of the reasoning behind some of the specific modelling decisions, scope and data sources 
used for the modelling, with much of the economy wide analysis connecting and feeding into this model 
coming from the CCC’s wider 6th carbon budget work.
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Procedure for Running the N-ZIP Model

1. Navigate to the ‘Cover’ worksheet. Read the Disclaimer, and press the button labelled ‘I Agree – Enter Model’ 
(this will take you to sheet ‘Modelling Control’).

2. Scroll to ‘Scenario Selection and Model Run’ (on sheet ‘Modelling Control’). OPTIONAL: Select a scenario and 
adjust further parameters.

3. Check computer/Excel settings are aligned with the N-ZIP guidance note.

4. Click on the ‘Run the N-ZIP model’ button (after adjusting to optimal computer settings)

• Note: the model takes multiple hours to run – it is recommended that the model be run overnight without other 
programmes running in the background. Additionally, to optimise performance of the model, Excel ‘screen 
updating’ has been turned off while the model is running.

• If the model needs to be forced to stop this can be done using the Esc key (or the Task Manager can be used to 
close Excel)

1

2

4
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Guidance Note on Computer and Excel Settings

Advised Computer Settings

• There are a number of settings advised to enable better performance of the N-ZIP model.

– Set power mode settings to best performance.

– Restart the computer if it has not been restarted recently

– Ensure lock screen and sleep are set to “Never”.

– Pause syncing to cloud storage

– Close all other programs (some programs such as Microsoft Teams need to be fully closed – check Task 
Manager or icons to right hand side of the taskbar)

• If Excel is still crashing or very slow, consider trying the following:

– Check for and install Windows updates

– Limit how many programs run in the background after start up (if applicable)

– Uninstall programs that are no longer required and/or delete unnecessary files on hard disk.

– Set priority of excel calculation to High (LINK)

• Further tips available (LINK, LINK).

Advised Excel Settings

• A 64-bit Excel version of Excel 2019 (or more recent) is required

• Macros must be enabled

• To ensure model running, 

– Ensure that the file is saved locally

– Ensure any autosave is turned off and calculation is set to ‘Manual’

https://www.itprotoday.com/cloud-computing/how-can-i-run-application-higher-priority
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/4002019/windows-10-improve-pc-performance
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/15055/windows-7-optimize-windows-better-performance
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Modelling Control Sheet

The modelling control consists of 4 main sections.

• Navigation and Legend – shows the colour coding legend for sheets and cells, and includes some 
navigation.

• Scenario Selection and Model Run – where the buttons to run the model are located.

• Main Model Parameters – where the main model parameters are located. These are mostly set by the 
scenario selection macros, however can be adjusted after this to provide further functionality and 
customization.

• Innovation Seeds and Forced Technology Option – where innovation seeds and selected ‘forced’ options 
can be included in the model.

There are 4 other sections to help provide additional control to advanced users.

• Parameters - Macros, NPV Calculations, and Site Decision Making – where some parameters which control 
the macros are located. It is recommended that these are NOT adjusted in normal model operation, and 
are included to allow enhanced control to advanced users.

• Parameters - Sensitivities and Inputs - These are inputs which set some basic inputs for the model and 
provide some functionality for sensitivities.

• Other Parameters - parameters which either have specific values (with no other allowed settings), or are 
for previous model tests. It is recommended that these are NOT adjusted.

• Data Validation Options – includes some data validation options for the model.
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Scenario Set Up Macros

The scenario set up macros set the model parameters according to the selected CCC scenario. 

• These set parameters in the ‘Main Model Parameters’ section of the ‘Modelling Control’ sheet. Some of the 
parameters used within the model use a legacy labelling for the scenarios - Headwinds = Government, 
Tailwinds = Max, Balanced = Central.

• Note – these do not set other parameters in the model to the default settings used within the scenarios. 

• Additionally, these also import the innovation seeds (sites which are chosen to decarbonize early with 
specified decarbonisation technologies) for the selected scenarios in the ‘Innovation Seeds’ section of the 
‘Modelling Control’ sheet. Note - when the model is setting up the innovation seeds for the selected 
scenario, it clears the previous columns. If additional innovation seeds or specified sites/options are 
required, insert these after selecting the appropriate scenario.
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Simple Model Flowchart

Infrastructure requirements and cost 

Infrastructure sizing 

Constraints application 

Final decarbonisation pathway

Site Decision Making Criteria 

Industrial Emissions and Fuel Use Projections

NPV calculation for decarbonisation options 

CO2

H2

CO2

H2
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Overall Model Flowchart

Calculate prices for CO2 T&S 
at shoreline terminals

Calculate prices for H2 at 
‘defined points’

Calculate the actual demand for H2 and 
CCS in resulting pathway

Apply multiple site constraints (e.g.
maximum biomass use constraint), 
calculate site technology choice and 

decarbonisation timing

Final pathway produced

Rank decarbonisation options for each 
process on each site, applying individual 

site constraints (e.g. technology 
availability)

Site-process level emissions + 
fuel use database

Calculate the Net Present Value / NPV for 
the decarbonisation technologies in each 

available year
(including scrappage costs)

Iterate to ensure 
calculated pathway is 
self consistent with 

infrastructure 
assumptions or up to 
maximum number of 

iterations
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Overall Model Flowchart: tabs and main macros

Calculate prices for CO2 T&S 
at shoreline terminals

Calculate prices for H2 at 
‘defined points’

Calculate the actual demand for H2 and 
CCS in resulting pathway

Apply multiple site constraints (e.g.
maximum biomass use constraint), 
calculate site technology choice and 

decarbonisation timing

Final pathway produced

Rank decarbonisation options for each 
process on each site, applying individual 

site constraints (e.g. technology 
availability)

Site-process level emissions + 
fuel use database

Calculate the Net Present Value / NPV for 
the decarbonisation technologies in each 

available year
(including scrappage costs)

H2 and CO2 T&S

Counterfactual Technologies

Counterfactual Costs

Carbon Values

Technology Data

Technology Suitability

Fuel Cost

Exhaust Streams and Eng. Data

NPV pre calc

NPV in defined years

NPV in all years

Site Decision Making

Macro: SiteDecisionMaking

H2 and CO2 Constraints
SC and Biomass Constraints
Constraints and Convergence

Macro: RunningConstraints; 

CCC Outputs

Baseline Projection Data

Baseline Projection Patterns

REEE Projection Data - SIC

REEE Projection - EE Sector

NAEI Point Source Data 2017

Industry emissions scope

X Sectoral Processes

Fuel Emissions

2017 emissions by EE sector

Sector-site-process lists

Sector-site-process tables

Non-NAEI allocated processes

Sector-process aggregation

SIC Mapping

Other Combustion Percentages

Location of sites

Emission Projections

Site Closure

Task 1 Intermediates

Modelling Control
Modelling Attributes

The following tabs control the model, 
inform the key input parameters, and 
show the attributes included in the 
model (sectors, processes, 
technologies, fuels, clusters)

Main Macros:
ConvergenceIteration (whole 
model)
SiteIterationForNPV (NPV 
calculation and Ranking); 
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Macro Overview

Key Macros

• ConvergenceIteration

– This is the overall model macro which is run. It is responsible for calling a number of macros, and then 
calculating convergence and outputting a final pathway.

– As well as the following key macros, it also calls a number of other macros to set up the model run and 
produce outputs for the model run.

– SiteIterationForNPV

o This performs one iteration through all of the sites, calculating the NPV of desired options, 
performing site decision making, and then outputting the ranked list of Decarbonisation
options for each process.

o This macro calls other macros to perform specific tasks:

o PastingNPVResults, SiteDecisionMaking, Copying Each Sites Values.

– Running Constraints

o This evaluates the UK wide constraints (e.g. Biomass availability in UK), producing a pathway 
consistent with the constraints, while prioritizing the options most favoured by sites.

o This calls another macro, ConstraintForOneYear, which assesses the constraint in one year
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Overview of macros included in the model

ConvergenceIteration
The main model macro which runs the model over multiple infrastructure iterations

SiteIterationForNPV
Macro to iterate over all sites & processes and 
calculate NPVs for all decarbonisation options

RunningConstraints
Macro to iterate through the years to 
2050, running the constraints on each 

of them and forming the 
decarbonisation pathway

SiteDecisionMaking
Macro to Rank the 

decarbonisation options for 
each process after NPVs 

have been calculated.

Other Small 
Macros

PastingNPVResults
CopyingEachSitesV

alues

ConstraintForOneYear
Macro to run the constraints for each 

year.

Other  Macros
Macros to set up the values of initial inputs, pasting outputs (saving 

calculations being done live and slowing the model)

• ClearLongTables
• FillSiteTable
• ArrayLimitedForesig

ht
• DisableForRun
• EnableAfterRun
• AutoResizeTables
• NRMM Pasting
• Test

• SetFirstIterationH2AndCO2Costs
• FillSiteProcessOutput
• FillSiteProcessFuelProjection
• FillAllTechnologiesNew
• FillCounterfactualCostOutputs
• FillWorkingPathway
• PastingOutputTables
• FillCCCOutputs
• SiteDecisionMakingExampleForO

neSite
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Short Description of Macros

Page (1/3)

ConvergenceIteration

• This is the overall macro to ensure convergence and calculate an overall pathway.

• It consists of 3 main sections:

– An Initialisation stage where a number of initial set up and calculation macros are called.

– A main Iteration stage, where the macros "SiteIterationForNPV" and "RunningConstraints" are called for each iteration 
of the main model.

– A Finalisation stage, where the final results are calculated.

– Additionally, there are two macros, HalfRun1 and HalfRun2 which run this macro in two parts to reduce calculation 
burden and the requirement for the macro to run fully in one portion of time.

SiteIterationForNPV

• This is a macro to perform one iteration through all of the sites. It:

– Iterates through all of the sites, calculating the NPV of desired options and performing site decision making.

– Outputs the ranked list of Decarbonisation options for each process, filling out the ShortList and LongList tables.

PastingNPVResults

• This is a macro to paste the results of the NPV calculation into the site decision making table (from Sheet "NPV in All Years" to 
Sheet "Site Decision Making").

SiteDecisionMaking

• 'This is a macro to perform the site decision making for a site once NPV's have been calculated (for all years), and these 
outputs have been pasted into the SiteDecisionMakingInput table (PastingNPVResults macro). It produce outputs in the 
appropriate format to populate LongList (the ranked list of options for the site)

CopyingEachSitesValues

• This is a macro to copy a site's values of the NPV of possible technology options, after each site is calculated. This occurs after 
site decision making, and before moving on to the next site's calculation.
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Short Description of Macros

Page (2/3)

Running Constraints

• This is a macro to run the global constraints, evaluating and ensuring that they are fulfilled.

• The macro operates within the sheet Constraints and Convergence, iterating through the macro "ConstraintForOneYear" for 
each year of constraints application.

ConstraintForOneYear

• This is a macro to run the constraint assessment for one year, operating in the Constraints and Convergence Sheet.

• It repeatedly calculates the sheet, assesses the constraints and if found to be in breach of any of them, changes the Rank of
Selected Option column.

PastingOutputTables

• This is a macro to paste the Final working pathway which is found to be convergent into the input tables for the CCC Output 
sheet.

SetFirstIterationH2AndCO2Costs

• This is a macro to Set H2 and CO2 Inputs and the First Years of Deployment of technologies (used for FOAK/NOAK cost 
reductions) to their Original Values before each model run.

FillCCCOutputs (and other Fill macros)

• This is a macro to fill out the CCC Output table with values - updating the table based on formulae in the top row. The other 
Fill macros perform the same function for other tables (these are in place to reduce calculation speed and file size).
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Short Description of Macros

Page (3/3)

ArrayLimitedForesight

• This is a macro used in SiteDecisionMaking in the Limited Foresight mode. It performs decision making based on the limited 
foresight methodology.

DisableForRun (and EnableForRun)

• This Macro disables excel settings before the run so the macros can run faster (and reenables them after the run).

AutoResize Tables

• This macro is used to resize a number of tables in the model. This is needed to make tables shorter, and as extending tables 
through the macros to copy and paste tables can increase the time taken significantly). It sets some table lengths to be equal 
to the number of sites, some to the number of all technologies process combinations, and some to the number of site 
processes.

ClearLongTables

• This is a macro to clear the tables of ranked options for decarbonisation after each iteration, pathway or test run. This is not
called in the model (these statements are called individually, however this is used in testing).

SiteDecisionMakingExampleForOneSite

• This macro performs site decision making for one site. It is copied from SiteIterationForNPV macro, and is not called in a 
model run, but is used for testing purposes.
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In the CCC’s 6th carbon budget analysis, five scenarios were defined, 
each representing a scenario for economy-wide net zero by 2050.

The N-ZIP model assessed the decarbonisation pathway within each of these scenarios, 
incorporating changes to operating parameters and assumptions depending on the scenario.

• Widespread Engagement: People are willing to make more changes to their behaviour. This reduces the 
demand for the most high-carbon activities and increases the uptake of some climate mitigation measures.

• Headwinds: People change their behaviour and new technologies develop, but there are no widespread 
behavioural shifts or innovations that significantly reduce the cost of green technologies ahead of current 
projections. This scenario is more reliant on the use of large-scale hydrogen and CCS infrastructure.

• Widespread Innovation: This scenario sees high innovation in several carbon mitigation technologies and 
measures. Costs fall faster than central projections, allowing more widespread electrification and more 
cost-effective technologies to remove CO2 from the atmosphere. Resource and energy efficiency measures 
play a balanced role across the economy.

• Tailwinds: A scenario with a combination of accelerated deep decarbonisation drivers from each of the 3 
broad scenarios defined above.

• Balanced: An ‘options-open’ pathway that undertakes low-regret measures and develops options 
sufficiently to progress towards net zero whatever state of the world occurs. The pathway includes a 
balanced mix of technologies in the long term, which enables decision-making to change track depending 
on developments in the short-to-medium term.
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Summary of key scenario parameters (1/2)

Scenario
Carbon 
value

Fuel prices
H2 demand from 
other sectors & 

grid assumptions

Capture 
rates 

available

Supply chain 
constraint

Electricity 
connection 

cost
Scrappage

Selected 
Iron & Steel 

Options

Headwinds
BEIS Green 
Book non-

traded (high)
See report

144 TWh/year in 
2040

Grid conversion 
starting between 

2030 to 2035

Standard
5% abatement per 
year per sector in 
2020, 10% in 2030

£450/kW Not allowed Hisarna + CCS

Engagement 
(in model as 

“People”)

BEIS Green 
Book non-

traded (high)
See report

128 TWh/year in 
2040

No grid conversion

Standard

5% abatement per 
year per sector in 

2020, increasing to 
12% per year by 

2032

£350/kW Allowed
EAF;

Hisarna + CCS

Innovation
BEIS Green 
Book non-

traded (high)

Deeper 
reduction for 

electricity; 
Lower cost 

green 
hydrogen 

156 TWh/year in 
2040

Grid conversion 
starting between 

2030 to 2035

Up to 99% 
available

5% abatement per 
year per sector in 
2020, 10% in 2030

£350/kW Allowed

Hisarna + 
CCS;

Hydrogen 
steel

Additional notes
• BEIS Green Book non-traded (high) carbon value starts at £104/tCO2 in 2020, rising to £346/tCO2 in 2050
• CCC-450 carbon value targeted at £450/tCO2 in 2050, discounted backwards in time at rate of 3.5% to be £155/tCO2 in 2020
• “Full foresight” decision making across all scenarios
• Electrification - network costs across all scenarios:

• For sites <8MW, apply costs to 90% of sites
• For sites >8MW, apply costs to all sites

The parameters shown here are 
the assumptions used for the 

final report produced for the CCC
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Summary of key scenario parameters (2/2)

Scenario Carbon value Fuel prices
H2 demand from 

other sectors & grid 
assumptions*

Capture 
rates 

available

Supply chain 
constraint

Electricity 
connection 

cost
Scrappage Iron & Steel

Balanced (in 
model as 
“Central”)

BEIS Green 
Book non-

traded (high)
= Headwinds

186 TWh/year in 2040

Grid conversion starting 
between 2030 to 2035

Standard

5% 
abatement 

per year per 
sector in 

2020, 10% in 
2030

£350/kW Allowed

Hydrogen 
steel; 

Hisarna + CCS

Tailwinds (in 
model as 
“Max”)

CCC-450 = Innovation

Demand = Innovation

Grid conversion starting 
between 2030 to 2035

Up to 99% 
available

= Engagement £350/kW Allowed
EAF;

Hydrogen 
steel

The parameters shown here are 
the assumptions used for the 

final report produced for the CCC

* The values shown here for the Balanced scenario hydrogen demand are not the same as those in the final version of the N-ZIP model. 
They have been updated after further iteration from the CCC’s internal analysis of wider economy hydrogen demands. The N-ZIP model’s 
total hydrogen demand from other economy sectors in 2040 in the Balanced pathway is 157 TWh/year.
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Stakeholder Engagement (1/3)

Stakeholder engagement for the project was broken down into 4 stages

• Interviews with Industrial Clusters – interviews with project developers and key industrial 
organisations within all 6 of the UK’s major industrial clusters (Teesside, Humberside, 
Merseyside, Grangemouth, South Wales and Southampton). Information on hydrogen and 
CO2 transport and storage infrastructure was reviewed and validated, including constraints to 
deployment, costs, and development timescales.

• Interviews with Industry Associations – interviews with many of the UK’s industrial 
associations (Mineral Products Association, Oil and Gas UK, etc.). Information on abatement 
technology costs, commercialisation timeframes and specific site level data (e.g. fuel 
consumption) was reviewed and validated to ensure model inputs were accurately reflecting 
all of the UK’s different industrial sectors.

• Roundtables (hosted by the CCC) – a series of five roundtables were hosted to showcase and 
receive feedback on initial project assumptions on abatement technologies, hydrogen and 
CO2 transport and storage infrastructure, as well as preliminary model outputs. Stakeholders 
were invited including from the groups mentioned above (industrial clusters and industry 
associations), as well as wider stakeholders.

• Additional Consultations on the Supply Chain Constraint – additional interviews on the 
supply chain constraint were conducted due to the importance of the assumptions underlying 
the supply chain for deployment. This involved discussions with technology developers, 
engineering firms, and financiers.  
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Stakeholder Engagement (2/3)

List of Stakeholders Involved in Various Project Stages

Advisian Ian Moore

Aldersgate Group Ana Musat

Bellona Foundation Theo Mitchell

British Ceramics Confederation Jon Flitney, Andrew McDermott

British Glass Mark Pudner, Paul Pearcy

British Lime Association Rebecca Hooper

Carbon Tracker Andrew Grant

CATCH UK Katie Hedges

CCSA Luke Warren

Chemicals Industry Association Rich Wooley

Confederation of Paper Industries David Morgan, Steve Freeman

Confederation of British Industry Tanisha Beebee

DNV-GL Graham Bennett

Energy Systems Catapult Danial Sturge

ExxonMobil Robin Clowes, Trevor Williams

Food & Drink Federation Emma Piercy

FIC Stuart Hakes

GMB Laurence Turner

Goodrich UK Paul MacDonald

Green Alliance Roz Bulleid, Caterina Brandmayr

IDRIC, Herriot Watt University Mercedes Maroto-Valer

Innovate UK Jim Harvey

International Energy Agency Andreas Schroeder, Christophe McGlade

Knowledge Transfer Network Jenni McDonnell

Leeds University John Barrett, Alice Garvey, Peter Taylor

Make UK Frank Aaskov

Mineral Products Association Diana Casey, Richard Leese

National Grid Chris Newitt

National Infrastructure 

Commission

Nathan Wyatt

NECCUS Mike Smith

Net Zero Teesside Colin McGill

New Zealand Climate Change 

Commission

Paul Young

OFGEM Ashley Malster

Oil and Gas Authority Jonathan Dredge

Oil and Gas UK Louise O'Hara Murray, Harry Thorne

Oil and Gas Technology Centre Luca Corradi, Myrtle Dawes

Onshore Oil and Gas Charles McAllister

OPRED Ben Bryant

Pale Blue Dot, Acorn Steve Murphy, Alan James

Progressive Energy, HyNet 

North West 

Chris Manson-Whitton, Peter Whitton, 

Adam Baddeley, David Parkin

Société Générale Allan Baker

Society of Motor Manufacturers 

& Traders

Matthew Croucher

Sustainable Gas Institute, 

Imperial College London

Jasmine Cooper

Tarmac Martyn Kenny

Tees Valley Combined Authority Sarah Tennison

Tata Steel Europe Steven Woolass

UK Petroleum Industry 

Association

Andy Roberts

Wood Omar Bedani, Luca Mancuso
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Stakeholder Engagement (3/3)

The CCC also engaged with stakeholders to validate results

• The CCC held bilateral meetings to discuss sub-sectoral deep decarbonisation results with:

– Chemical Industries Association

– Confederation of Paper Industries

– Food and Drink Association

– Make UK

– Mineral Products Association

– UK Petroleum Industries Association

• Overall industry pathways were reviewed by the CCC’s Industry Decarbonisation Policy 
Steering Group:

– Frank Aaskov (Make UK), Chris Bataille (IDDRI), Debbie Baker (CF Fertilisers), Tanisha 
Beebee (CBI), Roz Bullied (Green Alliance), Diana Casey and Richard Leese (Mineral 
Products Association), Paul Davies (CCUS Advisory Group Chair), Steve Freeman and David 
Morgan (Confederation of Paper Industries), Alasdair Graham (Energy Transitions 
Commission), Peter Levi and Christophe McGlade (International Energy Agency), 
Mercedes Maroto-Valer (IDRIC), Harry Thorne (Oil and Gas UK), Richard Twinn (UK Green 
Building Council), Adam Whitmore (Bellona), Paul Williams (SMMT-OHEEG Chair), Tomas 
Wyns and Gauri Khandekar (Institute for European Studies). 
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Sector-process aggregation

Site-process level emissions + fuel use map

NAEI GHG Inventory 
for 2017

SIC Mapping

Industry emissions scope

NAEI Point Source 
Data 2017

NAEI Point Source Data 2017

Task 1 Intermediates

Site + Process Level 
Emissions and Fuel Use to 
2050 (Baselines and post 

REEE)

Location of sites

2017 emissions and fuel use 
at EE sector-process level

X Sectoral Processes

Fuel emissions

Baseline Projection Data

REEE Projection Data - SIC

Baseline Projection Patterns

REEE Projection Data – EE Sector Emission Projections

Efficiencies – Energy 
+ ‘supply side’ 

resource efficiency 
projections

‘Demand side’ 
resource efficiency 

projections

Non-NAEI allocated processes

2017 emissions by EE sector

Sector-site-process lists

2017 emissions and fuel use segmentation

Projections

Baseline Projections 
of Emissions and 

Fuel Use from CCC

Site Closure

Fuel 
emissions factors

Other Combustion Percentages

Share of sector 2017 
emissions at each site

Fuel 
use data

Informs mapping of NAEI data to EE sectors

ONS data on activity 
by region

Review of 2017 emissions by 
sector, calculation of non-

point source data emissions

Model tabs: inputs

Input data Model tabs: calculations

Model tabs: outputs
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Emissions Projections for Sectors

1 Other updates to projections were as follows: Offshore gas production (OGA 2019), Shale production (NG 
FES 2019), LNG import (NG FES 2019), Natural gas demand (transmission & storage) (NG FES 2019)

Baseline and REEE Projections

• The NAEI Emissions Inventory Database for 2018 was used as the reference for total baseline emissions. The 
scope of the N-ZIP model was defined to fit with the CCC’s economy wide modelling.  

• Projections of this baseline emissions inventory to 2050 were provided by the CCC, mostly based on BEIS 
Energy and Emissions (EEP) projections.

• Projections from Fugitive Emissions and Fossil Fuel production were defined in the same methodology as in 
Assessment of Options to Reduce Emissions from Fossil Fuel Production and Fugitive Emissions (2019, EE for 
the CCC), with triggers/projections updated to the new reference year1.

• Emissions from onshore shale gas are included in one scenario (High Innovation).

Sectoral Emissions Projections

• The emissions in each of the inventory rows were allocated across 28 industrial sectors, with each inventory 
row either corresponding fully to one sector, or different proportions allocated to multiple sectors.

• The sector each emissions were assigned to were allocated according to the inventory row labelling, 
correspondence with the site level NAEI point source data, and ONS Fuel use statistics corresponding to the 
inventory.

https://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/data-selector
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/assessment-of-options-to-reduce-emissions-from-fossil-fuel-production-and-fugitive-emissions/
https://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/map-large-source
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/datasets/ukenvironmentalaccountsenergyusebyindustrysourceandfuel/current
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Emissions at Process Level

Process Level Emissions

• Within emissions allocated to each industrial sector, emissions are split among the processes in that sector.

• Some entries from the emissions inventory are allocated directly to a process, with all of those emissions 
allocated to that process.

• Other processes present in each industrial sector are defined in the ‘X Sectoral Processes’ sheet in N-ZIP 
model).

• Emissions in a sector which are not directly allocated to processes are split among these defined processes.

• Within a sector the split of emissions between processes non-directly defined can either be (‘Non-NAEI 
allocated processes’ sheet in N-ZIP model):

– Predefined.

– Based on Fuel Consumption for that process

– Split evenly between processes

Resource and Energy Efficiency Projections

• Baseline emissions and fuel projections for each sector and process were also reduced by Resource 
Efficiency and Energy Efficiency (REEE) measures.

– Emissions and fuel reductions from these measures were calculated from internal CCC analysis, based 
in part on work from Leeds University. The 5 scenarios used for the 6th CB used different projections 
for these measures, reflecting different levels of ambition for efficiency measures.

– Energy efficiency reductions were only applied to emissions from combustion emissions (and not 
‘process’ emissions – emissions not from combustion of fuels for energy).

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/jiec.12831
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Emissions at a Site Level

1 East Midlands, East of England, Greater London, North East England, North West England, South East, 
England, South West England, West Midlands, Yorkshire and the Humber

Point Source Emissions 

• Emissions in each industrial sector were split into two categories:

– Point source emissions: these emissions were taken from the NAEI Point Source Dataset for 2017. For 
the purposes of modelling it was assumed that point source emissions in 2018 were equal to 2017 
emissions (to ensure compatibility with 2018 inventory data). Offshore oil and gas installations had their 
point emissions increased by ~3.7 x to account for discrepancies with ETS information.

– Non-point source emissions: these emissions were taken as the difference between the NAEI Emissions 
Inventory and NAEI Point Source datasets, then allocated to defined sites in regionals (see below)

• Where point source emissions in a sector exceed the amount of emissions assigned to the sector, the point 
source emissions will be proportionally reduced to match with the inventory, with non-point source 
emissions in the sector equal to zero.

Non-point source sites

• The non-point source emissions calculated in each industrial sector were split between each devolved 
administration (Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland) and Government Office Region1, with each region 
assigned a percentage of the total. This was based on the level of industrial activity from the ONS’ 2019 
dataset on number of enterprises by Standard Industrial Classification (UK SIC 2007) class and region 
(“Location of sites” tab in N-ZIP). The ONS data can be found here.

• Artificial sites were defined for each sector-process combination in each of the Government Office Regions1

and Devolved Administrations (Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland). Within each sector, a number of sites 
was defined consistent with the amount of remaining emissions, with the size of the non-point source sites 
defined relative to the size of point source sites (the 5th percentile point source site by emissions).

https://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/map-large-source
https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/business/activitysizeandlocation/datasets/ukbusinessactivitysizeandlocation
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Fuel Use Projections.

Fuel Use Projections

• Baseline fuel consumption and projections of these to 2050 were also an input to the N-ZIP model.

– These projections were compiled by the CCC and were generally based on DUKES data or fuel 
emissions factors from the NAEI emissions inventory, with the projections to 2050 using BEIS Energy 
and Emissions (EEP) projections.

– For fuel use in the fossil fuel production sectors, these were estimated from the inventory emissions 
data using emissions factors for each combustion fuel.

• The projections correspond to inventory rows in the emissions database.

• In the cases where an inventory row was not allocated to one specific sector but to multiple sectors, fuel 
use was assigned to each sector proportionally to the split of emissions between sectors.

• Where inventory rows (and fuel use projections) were not allocated to specific processes, fuel use was split 
proportionally to emissions between the combustion processes in a sector (all fuel types were split in the 
same way). Biogenic fuel use was all assigned to the specific ‘Biomass Process’ (for emissions accounting).

• Fuel use in each process is allocated to sites proportionally to the emissions at each site (with the same fuel 
split across sites in a sector).

Baseline Electricity

Electricity usage projections were also provided within these sectors and were incorporated to account for this 
energy use.

As electricity is used in large variety of processes, many of which do not need to be decarbonized at the end 
user stage, and as the baseline electricity is included simply for fuel accounting purposes in the outputs, this 
was assumed to be split between the combustion processes on a site in proportion to their emissions.
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Key assumptions for Biomass implementation

Biomass implementation and assumptions:

‘Industry Emissions Scope’ sheet:
• Rows were added to the NAEI Inventory for ‘Biomass Process’ to account for emissions from biomass that 

are not included within NAEI inventory.
• The total emissions and sector breakdown for these rows are calculated from DUKES energy balance data 

and EEP data supplied which defines the fuel use within the model. This results in biomass use in industry of 
~17 TWh.

• Based on the DUKES data, biomass and waste is used in the following sectors: Cement, Food & Drink, Lime, 
Other Chemicals, Other industry, Paper.

• The NAEI Inventory also includes carbon emissions from biomass and waste-derived fuels for Cement, Waste 
Processing, and some for Lime and Other industry. 

• As the previous dataset used (DUKES consumption data) did not specify the type of biomass used, the model 
aggregates biomass and biogenic waste, for the purposes of: 
• Fuel usage and costs (counterfactual and new biomass use)
• CO2 Emissions for the purposes of abatement through BECCS negative emissions (counterfactual and 

new biomass use)
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Process Description Table (1/2)

Process Description Direct/Indirect High/Low Temperature

Biomass 
Process

Used to classify any biomass fueled process within an industrial sector (for 
BECCS application only)

Both Both

Boiler - Steam Includes both high and low temperature boilers Both Low

CHP Combined Heat and Power unit Indirect Low

Coke 
production

Heating coal or oil without air Direct High

Combustion 
CO2 -
Reforming

Steam methane reforming for hydrogen production Indirect High

Compressor Gas compression in the oil and gas sectors Indirect N/A

Dryer
Typically low temperature direct drying processes (e.g. food production) 
although some high temperature processes exist (e.g. rotary dryers)

Direct Both

Electric Arc 
Furnace

Heats charged material via an electric arc; used in steel production N/A (Process Emissions) N/A (Process Emissions)

Flaring Burning waste gases, typically through a flare stack N/A (Process Emissions) N/A (Process Emissions)

Furnace
High temperature, direct heating device to provide heat to a process or serve 
as a reactor to provide heat of reaction

Direct High

• High temperature generally refers to processes operating above 240°C, with low temperature below that.

• Direct heating refers to where a material being heated comes into contact with combustion gases.

• A deeper analysis of this characterisation can be found in Element Energy and Jacobs’ Industrial Fuel Switching Market 
Engagement Study for BEIS (2018).

The table below lists the processes within N-ZIP and some characteristics

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/824592/industrial-fuel-switching.pdf
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Process Description Table (2/2)

Process Description Direct/Indirect Heating High/Low Temperature

Generators Generators to provide electricity for back-up, offshore or dispersed sites. Indirect N/A

Glass - Other Other fossil fuel fired appliances in the glass sector (e.g. forehearths/lehrs) Direct High

Incinerators Furnace/vessel for burning waste; also applied to energy-from-waste sites Direct High

Kiln
Chamber with sufficiently high temperatures used for hardening, drying or 
chemical processes (e.g. to calcinate limestone to lime for cement)

Direct High

Lubrication Emissions from combustion of lubricants in machinery N/A (Process Emissions) N/A (Process Emissions)

Metal Melting High temperature furnaces used to melt non-ferrous metals Direct High

Metal Rolling Metalworking process using two rolls to adjust the stock metal thickness Direct High

Methane 
Leakage

Methane leakage from fossil fuel production/coal mines/gas distribution N/A (Process Emissions) N/A (Process Emissions)

Non-FM -
Process

Process emissions in the Non-ferrous metals sector (electrode 
decomposition for aluminium)

N/A (Process Emissions) N/A (Process Emissions)

Oven Heated chambers used for drying, curing or baking Direct Both

Primary Iron 
Production

Primary steelmaking process (from pig iron to steel); includes blast furnace 
and basic oxygen furnace 

Direct High

Process CH4, 
CO2, or N2O

Process greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. CO2 produced in the chemical 
conversion of limestone to lime)

N/A (Process Emissions) N/A (Process Emissions)

Pumps Pumps powered with fossil fuels Indirect N/A

Regasification 
(Vapourisers)

Process of converting liquefied natural gas back to natural gas Indirect Low

SSF Production Solid smokeless fuel (SSF) production Direct High

Venting Direct release of methane gas to the atmosphere (in oil and gas sectors) N/A (Process Emissions) N/A (Process Emissions)
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Site Closures

• REEE measures, specifically CoR (Consumption of Resources) and Additional Demand Reduction (refineries), are 
used to determine site closures at the sector level.

• Reductions in baseline emissions can also be used to determine site closures at the sector level in the baseline, 
however these are not implemented in the base case. 

• Non-CoR REEE measures (e.g. energy efficiency, material substitution) are assumed not to contribute to site 
closures and instead lead to emission reductions at the site level.

• Specific calculations in the ‘Site Closure’ sheet:

1. Site closure years. Sites are restricted to only close at set 5-year intervals from 2020 to 2050.

2. Site closure factors. Set at 0% for baseline and 80% for REEE (adjustable on ‘Site Closure’ sheet). This 
means that 0% of baseline reduction and 80% of CoR and Additional Demand Reduction is achieved via 
site closure.

3. Sites cannot reopen. In each site closure year, the desired % reduction in emissions (relative to 2017) due 
to site closures is determined. If this is less of a reduction than the previous site closure year, then the 
previous reduction is maintained.

4. Choice of sites. Sites close in order of size (smallest to largest).

5. Year of closure. A site chooses the year of closure based on the year with a desired % reduction (relative 
to 2017) which most closely matches the cumulative % reduction achieved by that site (and all smaller 
sites) closing. Example: if a reduction (relative to 2017) of 3% is required in 2025 and 7% is required in 
2030, a site closure that leads to a 4% reduction would occur in 2025 whereas a site closure that leads to 
a 6% reduction would occur in 2030.

6. Non-point source sites. For the site closure calculation, these sites are treated as a single site. This means 
a sector's dispersed sites within a region are assumed to all close at once, or not close at all.
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Site-process level emissions + fuel use: assumptions 
(1/3)

Tab Assumption / Point to Note

Baseline Projection Data Non-CO2 sector level emissions (emissions without a specific projection given) follow the same trajectory as corresponding CO2 emission trajectory.

Baseline Projection Data Projections with errors in the original data (post 2035) are set to remain at the 2035 value after 2035.

Baseline Projection Patterns "Biomass Process" projection is constant

REEE Projection - SIC

Supplied REEE projections are condensed to SIC code level. The projections are adjusted off-model such that the reductions in 2017 are zero, and reductions 
to be applied in 2018 are calculated using the following equation, where Rnumber is the % reduction in that year: 1 - ((1-R2018)/(1-R2017)). Note: CoR = 
Consumption of Resources; these projections inform Site Closures (see p8).

REEE Projection - EE Sector

The projections above are then mapped to EE Sectors on the basis of the REEESectorMap table. To combine different REEE reductions (e.g. A,B,C) these are 
applied sequentially such that overall reduction = (1-(1-A)*(1-B)*(1-C)). Where more than one projection is mapped to the same EE Sector, then the 
resultant projection is an average of the mapped SIC projections. 

NAEI Point Source Data 2017
Each NAEI Point Source is assigned to an EE Sector. This is done on an automatic basis, however some have been assigned manually where there is 
insufficient sector definition in the input data. 

NAEI Point Source Data 2017
Iron Port Talbot Scunthorpe combinations.  Multiple point source emissions from Primary iron production sites located in the same area have been 
combined to create a single site at Port Talbot and a single site in Scunthorpe.

NAEI Point Source Data 2017
Correction to offshore platform data (point source data was out by approximately 3.67 when compared to EU ETS) so the conversion factor which converts 
from tC to tCO2 has been applied twice to fix.

NAEI Point Source Data 2017

Sites are mapped to hydrogen production and CO2 T&S terminals ("H2 Point" and "CO2 Point"). These have been calculated outside the model and copied 
over, based on the closest straight-line distance to a site. Exception: Peak District has been limited to a 20km radial distance. Some additional sites were 
corrected manually: e.g. Site ID: 9058 switched from Londonderry to Grangemouth.

Industry Emissions Scope The final emission projections in units of Mt CO2e (named range “EmissionsInventory2017to2050”) used in the “Sector-process aggregation” tab.

Industry Emissions Scope Shale gas. Rows added to represent future emissions from shale gas. These are taken from Elements FFPFE study.

Industry Emissions Scope
Biomass process. Row added for "Biomass Process" to account for emissions from biomass that are not included within the original dataset.  The total 
emissions and sector breakdown for the added "Biomass Process" row are calculated from 2018 fuel consumption data. 

Industry Emissions Scope Assumptions on the allocation of NAEI emission rows to EE processes.

Industry Emissions Scope Assumptions on the allocation / breakdown of NAEI emission rows into EE sectors.

Industry Emissions Scope
Projections of NAEI emission rows. For each row, except those for shale gas, the 2017 emissions are multiplied by a baseline projection pattern relative to 
2017. In the case of shale gas, an absolute baseline projection is used. 

Industry Emissions Scope

Choice of baseline projection pattern. If a projection has been provided that matches the sourcename, activity, and gas then this is used. If not, then next 
checks for projections that match the IPCC code and gas. If neither of these exist, then projections follow a weighted average of the supplied sector level 
projections based on the sector split for the emission row. For this, the EE sectors are mapped to the most appropriate IPCC sector level projection.
Further detail to be supplied following minor revisions to this approach.

Industry Emissions Scope The total emissions and sector breakdown for the added "Biomass Process" row are calculated from 2018 DUKES fuel consumption data. 

Industry Emissions Scope

Projections of NAEI emission rows. If a projection has been provided that matches the sourcename, activity, and gas then this is used. If not, then next 
checks for projections that match the IPCC code and gas. If neither of these exist, then projections follow a weighted average of the supplied sector level 
projections based on the sector split for the emission row. For this, the EE sectors are mapped to the most appropriate IPCC sector level projection.

METHODOLOGY NOTE

Primary Iron Production. Primary iron production processes (sintering, coking, BF, BOF) are combined and then split into two processes (Primary Iron 
Production - A, Primary Iron Production - B). Reason: to account for each site having two blast furnaces that could decarbonise separately, and to account for 
process change decarbonisation options that negate coking or sintering.
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Site-process level emissions + fuel use: assumptions 
(2/3)

Tab Assumption / Point to Note

X Sectoral Processes
Assumptions on the processes that should be included within the "multiple processes" NAEI rows for each sector. Note that only processes that do not 
already appear as an NAEI row allocated to that sector can be added here.

Fuel Emissions Mapping of NAEI ActivityNames to an Emission Fuel, EE Existing Fuel and EE Condensed Fuel.

Fuel Emissions Emission factors for "Emission Fuels" taken from "UK Government GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting - GHG Conversion factors standard"

Fuel Emissions
EE Existing Fuel Emission Factors. Emission factors are a weighted average of the emission factors of the Emission Fuels mapped to the EE Existing Fuel. 
(using NAEI emissions for the weighting)

METHODOLOGY NOTE

The NAEI Inventory is taken as the source for total emissions in 2017 for a sector and not the NAEI Point Source database. Implication: In the event that
emissions for a sector are lower in the NAEI Inventory than in the Point Source data, the sites for that sector will have fewer emissions in the model than 
assigned in the Point Source database.

2017 Emissions by EE Sector

Non-Point Source Emissions. Non-point source emissions are determined from the difference between emissions allocated to a sector in NAEI inventory 
and emissions of the NAEI Point Sources allocated to that sector. If the emissions in the Point Source data are greater than in the Inventory then no 
emissions are allocated to non-point sources. 

Sector-Site-Process Lists
Non-point source site numbers. The number of non-point source sites in each region is calculated using the regional distribution of ONS dispersed sites and 
a minimum emission size limit for a single site.

Sector-Site-Process Lists
Non-point source emission distribution. Non-point source emissions are regionally distributed such that each non-point source site within a sector has the 
same amount of emissions.

METHODOLOGY NOTE
Non-point source rows. Within each region, there is a row for each sector representing the total emissions / fuel consumption from non-point source sites. 
The number of sites represented by this row can be fractional. The NPV calculation uses the row emissions divided by the number of sites.

Non-NAEI Allocated 
Processes

Multiple process emission split. Split of emissions across processes assigned to multiple process NAEI emission rows is mostly determined using DUKES fuel 
consumption data. (defaults to even split if data not provided). This informs the calculation of emissions per process in “Sector Process Aggregation”.

Non-NAEI Allocated 
Processes Iron Port Talbot Scunthorpe "multiple process" emissions split evenly between Primary Iron Production - A and Primary Iron Production - B

Sector Process Aggregation

Uses the NAEI 2017 Inventory (and the mapping to EE Sectors) in “Industry Emissions Scope” as the primary basis for segmentation of emissions in 2017 
and in the future. Additional data in “Non-NAEI allocated processes” is also used. See table below.
Projections assume that the sector split for NAEI emission rows remains constant across all years.

Sector Process Aggregation
Sector-process level fuel split. Fuel split is first determined in terms of % of emissions from each EE existing fuel using the NAEI inventory, sector-process 
mapping, and activity fuel mapping. See table below.
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Site-process level emissions + fuel use: assumptions 
(3/3)

Tab Assumption / Point to Note

METHODOLOGY NOTE

Site Closures. Reductions in baseline emissions are used to determine site closures at the sector level in the baseline scenario. In the REEE scenario, CoR
(Consolidation of Resources) and Additional Demand Reduction (refineries) are used alongside baseline reductions to determine site closures at the sector 
level. Non-CoR REEE (energy efficiency, RUP, material substitution) are assumed not to contribute to site closures and instead lead to emission reductions at 
the site level.

Site Closures Sites are restricted to only close in site closure years. Currently these are set at 5-year intervals from 2020.

Site Closures
Site Closure Factor. Set at 0% for baseline and 80% for REEE. This means that 80% of CoR and Additional Demand Reduction should be achieved via site 
closure.

Site Closures
Sites cannot reopen. In each site closure year, the desired % reduction in emissions (relative to 2017) due to site closures is determined. If this is less of a 
reduction than the previous site closure year, then the previous reduction is maintained.

Site Closures Choice of sites. Sites close in order of size (smallest to largest).

Site Closures The site closure calculation does not take into account changes in a sites emissions that result from manually entered biomass splits.

Site Closures

Year of Closure. A site chooses the year of closure based on the year with a desired % reduction (relative to 2017) which most closely matches the 
cumulative % reduction achieved by that site (and all smaller sites) closing. Example: if a reduction (relative to 2017) of 3% is required in 2025 and 7% is 
required in 2030, a site closure that leads to a 4% reduction would occur in 2025 whereas a site closure that leads to a 6% reduction would occur in 2030.

Site Closures
Non-point source sites. For the site closure calcuation, non-point source site rows are treated as a single site. Implication: a sector's dispersed sites within a 
region must either all close at once, or not close at all.

Location of Sites

Table in columns AE to AU refer to the total # of non-point source industrial sites matched to region-sector from the ONS data set. Each of the point 
locations (i.e. representative dispersed site) for the 12 GOR regions were mapped to the nearest hydrogen production and CO2 T&S terminals. These have 
been calculated outside the model and copied over, based on the closest straight-line distance to a site. 

Task 1 Intermediates
Site level emissions. In each year, sector emissions are distributed across non-closed sites based on the distribution of emissions in the NAEI Point Source 
data (+ dispersed site emissions). 

Task 1 Intermediates Site process emissions. Within a sector, each site has the same process split of emissions as at the sector level (exception for biomass process).

Task 1 Intermediates
Site Process Energy Demand. Energy demand of each site-process is calculated based on archetype fuel split by emissions, the emissions for the site-process 
(excluding archetype "not fuel combustion" emissions), the fuel emission factor, and counterfactual efficiency. 

Task 1 Intermediates Remaining lifetime of counterfactual. Set as an even distribution (within a process) across all sites.
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Assumptions on costs and emissions of counterfactual technologies 
(1/2) 

• The carbon and economic performance of abatement technologies are assessed by comparing them to the 
existing (‘counterfactual’) technologies which are currently used in industrial processes.

• These counterfactual technologies represent business as usual, i.e. the baseline to measure the 
decarbonisation scenarios against.

• Each process is assumed to have one counterfactual technology.

• Each counterfactual technology is characterized by its

– Specific CAPEX (£/kW) 

– Fixed OPEX ((£/y)/kW)

– Variable OPEX (£/MWh) 

– Fuel mix

– Fuel efficiency (in terms of LHV)

– Reference size (MW final energy consumption)

– Scaling exponent

– Load factor

– Lifetime (y)

• Total CAPEX (and similarly fixed OPEX) are calculated by the formula

– Reference size (MW)) × (Specific CAPEX (£/kW) × (Size (MW) / reference size (MW)) scaling exponent

• The assumptions on which counterfactual technology is used by each process and the cost and 
performance data of each technology are mostly based on the BEIS Industrial Fuel Switching Market 
Engagement Study (2018).
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Assumptions on costs and emissions of counterfactual technologies 
(2/2) 

• The assumed fuel mix for a certain process varies between sector; ie the fuel mix assumed for a steam 
boiler in the paper sector differs from the fuel mix assumed for a steam boiler in the iron and steel sector.

• Counterfactual costs for a particular process at a particular site are calculated in sheet ‘NPV in defined 
years’ to calculate the NPV of different decarbonization options for this process.

• Counterfactual costs are also calculated on sheet ‘Counterfactual Costs’ to identify the cost and emission 
difference between the counterfactual and the decarbonization scenario in the final model outputs (on 
sheet ‘CCC Outputs’)  

Tab Table name Summary (Sources in blue)

Counterfactual 
Technologies

ProcessCounterfactualsNew

Costs, reference size, lifetime, efficiency, sizing exponent, and load factor of counterfactual high carbon 
technologies for each industrial process
From: BEIS, 2018, Industrial Fuel Switching Market Engagement Study; BEIS 2016, Electricity Generation Costs; Fossil 
Fuel Production and Fugitive Emissions (CCC, 2019)

Task 1 Intermediates ArchetypeFuelSplitAggregated
Fuel split for each process sector combination; the fuel split is an intermediate model output based on the analysed 
emissions and fuel use data
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Assumptions for selecting carbon capture technologies

*Exception: advanced amines or blends was selected for modelling Refinery Process emissions (lowest cost in CINDY).

Two technologies were selected for modelling* – First Generation Amines and Calcium Looping

• Carbon capture technologies and cost assumptions in the table below are taken from Element Energy’s CINDY 
(Capture in INDustrY) model 

– Utilised for DECC/BIS’s Demonstrating CO2 capture in the UK cement, chemicals, iron and steel and oil 
refining sectors by 2025: A Techno-Economic Study (2014)

• Advanced Amines or Blends selected as incumbent carbon capture technology (first year available 2025 to 2030 
depending on sector/process)

• Calcium Looping selected as future carbon capture technology option considering its potential to be the lowest-
cost technology across the majority of sectors* (first year available 2028 to 2035 depending on sector/process)

Capture technology Capex (£m)
Opex (% of 
capex)

Input CO2
(% volume)

Output CO2 
(% volume)

Input CO2 
pressure (MPa)

Output CO2 
pressure (MPa)

CCS - First generation amines 507 0.08 0.115 0.99 0.11 0.1

CCS - Advanced amines or blends 390 0.05 0.115 0.99 0.11 0.1

Chilled ammonia 417 0.08 0.115 0.999 0.11 0.1

Potassium carbonate 438 0.07 0.05 0.905 3 0.13

Rectisol 220 0.05 0.35 0.985 3 0.1

Selexol 209 0.05 0.4 0.99 3 0.1

CCS - Calcium looping 156 0.19 0.13 0.9 0.11 0.1

Cryogenics 318 0.05 0.135 0.99 0.11 Liquid CO2

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/co2-capture-in-the-uk-cement-chemicals-iron-steel-and-oil-refining-sectors
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Technology Suitability

This sheet details assumptions around the suitability and availability of technologies 

• This sheet contains four tables which inform which technologies are considered for a given sector-process 
combination (in the ‘NPV in defined years’ sheet). These tables are separated out for new build fuel 
switching options, retrofittable fuel switching technology options, CCS technology options, and BECCS 
technologies/technologies to abate fugitive emissions and fossil fuel production emissions.

• As well as the suitability of a technology for decarbonizing a process, these tables also include other 
parameters to define the year in which this technology is available for installation – the year of availability 
(see following page for more information), as well as parameters on fuel use for the technologies.

• The column labelled “Include in run” – excludes technologies for that process if set to zero. Within these 
tables, all biomass fuel switching technologies are not included if they do not also use CCS. This means no 
biomass fuel switching occurs alone as per the CCC’s prioritisation of biomass resource. However, the 
majority of processes where biomass fuel switching would be suitable are suitable for BECCS, and are 
included as such (with a few exceptions). 

• Fuel switching (including Biomass) is not allowed for sectors with ‘internal fuel’ use (Ammonia, Refining, 
Ethylene). This informs 2 tables in the ‘NPV in defined years’ sheet. This is because these sectors use fuels 
produced 
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Assumptions informing an abatement technology’s first year of 
availability 

*There is an exception to this for a small subset of technologies which are currently available and 
potentially commercially viable

Policy delay impacts the year that a technology becomes available to abate emissions 

• Policy delay impacts the first year in which a site may install a technology and therefore the first year in which a 
technology is available to abate emissions

• The technology Year of Availability accounts for policy delay via a Year of Policy Availability, in addition to 
technology development constraints

• The Year of Policy Availability and Time for Implementation (of an abatement option) can be adjusted 
independently for all technology types

• Current settings: 2022 (Policy Available) + 3 years (Implementation)*

Year of Availability (Technology)
• Considers current stage of 

development, development 
timelines, and installation time

Year of Availability (Policy)
• Year of Policy Availability + Time 

for Implementation

Choose latest year

Year of Availability
• First year when technology is 

available to abate emissions on site
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Tables: Technology Data (1)

Tab Table name Summary (Sources in blue)

Technology Data InfrastructureCost
CAPEX estimate for network upgrade to include in NPV of electric abatement technologies, set to £350/kW. Source: 
Zero Emission HGV Infrastructure Requirements (Ricardo Energy and  Environment)

Technology Data FSRetrofitCost

Costs, reference size, lifetime, efficiency, sizing exponent for new build technologies. Source: Industrial Fuel 
Switching Market Engagement Study
Updated hydrogen sizing exponents to capture economies of scale accurately.  Source: Hy4Heat Work Package 6:  
Conversion of Industrial Heating Equipment to Hydrogen

Technology Data FSNewBuildCosts
Costs, reference size, lifetime, efficiency, sizing exponent for new build technologies. From: 
Industrial Fuel Switching Market Engagement Study

Technology Data CaptureTechnologies Lists the various carbon capture technologies

Technology Data CaptureTechnologyCostPerformance

Costs, reference size, lifetime, sizing exponent, stream pressures for carbon capture technologies. Only the 
technology types listed in the “Technology Suitability” tab are later used in NPV calculations.
• CAPEX values taken from CINDY model and adjusted for inflation  (Source: CINDY values are in 2013 £, they have 

been converted to 2019 £, using the ONS CPI). Resulting in 110% increase.
• Assuming 25 y lifetime, in line with assumption for CCS-fitted power plants. Source: Wood, 2018, Assessing the 

Cost Reduction Potential and Competitiveness of Novel (Next Generation) UK Carbon Capture Technology
• Sizing exponent of 0.67.  Source: CINDY model

Technology Data CaptureTechnologyCaptureCostProjection

Carbon capture efficiency assumed to be 95% (assumption agreed with CCC).
Assumed FOAK/SOAK/NOAK for the carbon capture technologies. Source: CINDY model
• Advanced amines or blends – 100%/100%/77% (CAPEX) and 100%/80%/60% (OPEX)
• Calcium looping – 100%/100%/77% (CAPEX) and 100%/80%/60% (OPEX)
• FOAK values: reference values in CINDY (adjusted for inflation); SOAK: 2020 values; NOAK: 2025 values
• Exception: Calcium looping: SOAK value is 2025 value from CINDY as calcium looping was assumed not to be 

available in 2025 in CINDY; NOAK assumes same cost reduction as for advanced amines

Technology Data CaptureTechnologyFuelConsumption

Carbon capture fuel consumption inputs for heat and electricity per ton of carbon captured (kWh/tCO2)
• FOAK: Advanced Amines or Blends and Calcium Looping, 2025 values from BEIS2018/CINDY as no values in 2020 

in BEIS2018/CINDY; 
• SOAK: Assumed same as FOAK
• NOAK: Advanced Amines or Blends and Calcium Looping: assumes same reduction of heat requirements as for 

First generation amines in BEIS2018/CINDY (as no further data after 2025 provided in BEIS2018/CINDY, which is 
assumed first deployment in that model). BEIS2018/CINDY assumed no reduction of electricity requirement of 
First generation amines, so this is also assumed for Advanced Amines or Blends and Calcium Looping.

Technology Data HeatGenerationFuelEfficiency

Efficiency of heat generation required for carbon capture, assuming 90% for gas boiler. 
Source: https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/home-heating-systems/furnaces-and-boilers
Used to calculate H2 gas requirement for carbon capture in “CCSCostCalc” and “FFPFECalc” tables (“NPV in defined 
years” tab)
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Tables: Technology Data (2)

Tab Table name Summary (Sources in blue)

Technology Data CompressionForTransport Used in “NPV in defined years” tab to calculate the post capture compressor size in the “CCSCostCalc” and “FFPFECalc” tables

Technology Data CompressorCostPerformance
Carbon capture compression cost, efficiency, reference size, and sizing exponent. Source: CINDY values adjusted for inflation 
(£2013 values converted to £2019 values using ONS CPI, same as for carbon capture CAPEX)

Technology Data HigherCaptureRateCost
Carbon capture costs in “High” setting (Innovation and Max scenarios), set as a factor of 1.105.
Source: IEA GHG, 2019, Towards Zero Emissions CCS in Power Plants Using Higher Capture Rates or Biomass, Table 1, p.9

Technology Data FFPFECost

Costs, abatement rates, reference sizes, energy consumption, lifetimes, scaling factors for FFPFE and “Other” (BECCS, 
HIsarna+CCS, etc.) abatement technologies

FFPFE:
• Costs are further disaggregated by “Onshore” vs “Offshore” options (some costs are assumed equal and labelled “Both”. 

This information is used in the FFPFE NPV calculations (“FFPFECalc” table)
• Source: Assessment of options to reduce emissions from fossil fuel production and fugitive emissions (CCC, 2019)

BECCS:
• BECCS is split into “BECCS 1” and “BECCS 2”:

o BECCS 1 - applied to existing biomass processes (only includes CCS costs)
o BECCS 2 - applied to all other processes (includes fuel switching + CCS costs) with cost differentiation depending 

on biomass fuel switching option
o Both BECCS 1 and BECCS 2  have Advanced Amines or Blends and Calcium Looping carbon capture options

• Economies of scale are represented  by using a scaling factor for total CAPEX and OPEX
o For BECCS 1, the cost is simply the CCS cost and it also scales with the CCS scaling factor, 0.67
o For BECCS 2, the scaling factor is either 0.66 and 0.67, in some cases slightly lower when accounting for the 

combined scaling factor for the fuel switching option (i.e. biomass). These scaling factors were calculated from 
BECCS costs for 3 different sizes and approximated with a power function.

HIsarna + CCS:
• HIsarna + CCS cost estimate derived from steel production plant and CCS assumptions from CCC Net Zero work (2019). 

Some key factors: 
o Average steel plant CAPEX per production capacity of 212 $/(t/y). Source: IEA (https://iea-etsap.org/E-

TechDS/PDF/I02-Iron&Steel-GS-AD-gct.pdf)
o Coal cost reduction of 20%. Source: (https://commodityinside.com/tata-steel-reveals-hisarna-technology-to-

tackle-environmental-concerns-in-the-steel-industry/)
o Carbon emission reductions of 20%. Source: Tata Steel 

(https://www.tatasteeleurope.com/static_files/Downloads/Corporate/About%20us/hisarna%20factsheet.pdf) 
o Assumed CAPEX premium of 50% (relative to counterfactual steel plant) and lifetime of 25 years
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Tables: Technology Suitability 

Tab Table name Summary

Technology Suitability FSNewBuildSuitability
List of all the suitable new build electric technologies applied to the defined processes, including their year of availability (see next 
slide for full list of assumptions), first year of deployment in the previous model iteration, technology lifetime, SOAK and NOAK 
years, and a final column to manually adjust whether or not the technology is included in the model run.

Technology Suitability FSRetrofitSuitability
List of all the suitable retrofit technologies (blue H2, green H2, biomass) applied to the defined processes, including their year of 
availability (see next slide for full list of assumptions), first year of deployment in the previous model iteration, technology
lifetime, SOAK and NOAK years, and a final column to manually adjust whether or not the technology is included in the model run.

Technology Suitability CCSSuitability

List of all the suitable CCS technologies (First Generation Amines / Calcium Looping) applied to the defined processes, including 
their year of availability (see next slide for full list of assumptions), first year of deployment in the previous model iteration, 
technology lifetime, SOAK and NOAK years, and a final column to manually adjust whether or not the technology is included in the
model run.

Technology Suitability FFPFESuitability

List of all the suitable FFPFE and “Other” (HIsarna, BECCS) technologies applied to the defined processes, including their year of 
availability (see next slide for full list of assumptions), first year of deployment in the previous model iteration, technology
lifetime, SOAK and NOAK years, and a final column to manually adjust whether or not the technology is included in the model run.
NB: Columns on fuel use for hydrogen, electricity, and biomass indexed from the “FFPFECost” table (“Technology Data” tab)

Technology Suitability FFPFESectors
Categories the FFPFE sectors’ sites into Onshore versus Offshore. Used to inform the FFPFE abatement costs in the NPV calculation 
(“FFPFECalc” table in the “NPV in defined years” tab)

Technology Suitability AllTechnologiesNew NB: Formulas for this table are in the top row only (the entire table is calculated during model runs)
This table consolidates all combinations of sector-process-technology, indexing various metrics from the “Technology Data”, 
“Technology Suitability”, “Counterfactual Technologies”, and “Task 1 Intermediates” tabs.

Technology Suitability YearOfFirstAvailabilityInput List of all process-technology combinations, with first years of deployment copied after each model iteration.

Technology Suitability InternalFuelSectors (“Table35” 
previous version)

Defines the sectors that are assumed to use internal fuels in downstream processes and are thus deemed not suitable for fuel 
switching. In the NPV calculation (“NPV in defined years” tab), sites in these sectors are only considered for abatement via CCS.

Technology Suitability
TechCountFFPFE
(“Table120” previous version) Count of the number of abatement technology options for FFPFE processes.

Technology Suitability
TechCountNonFFPFE
(“Table116” previous version) Count of the number of abatement technology options for all other non-FFPFE processes.
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Defined CO2 storage regions have been geographically linked to 
terminals and cluster points for CCS infrastructure

• Storage sites from the CO2Stored database

• Defined storage regions can be accessed by 
particular terminals 

• Four terminals have direct access to 
offshore CO2 pipeline transport 
infrastructure

• Assumptions for cluster points:

– Ports at South Wales, Southampton, 
Londonderry (Northern Ireland), and 
Medway (East of London) will develop 
infrastructure to ship CO2 to other 
terminals

– Additional larger capacity networks of 
CCS infrastructure (trunk pipelines) 
will be located in the Peak District and 
in-land Humberside 

– Grangemouth will develop 
infrastructure to transport CO2 by 
onshore pipeline (Feeder 10) and/or 
CO2 shipping to Peterhead

Terminal(s) Accessible Storage Region

Peterhead Northern & Central North Sea

Teesside, Humberside Southern North Sea

Merseyside East Irish Sea
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Estimated first years of availability for CO2 T&S infrastructure 
availability at defined cluster points and terminals

Terminal / Cluster Point First Year of Availability1

Teesside 2026

Humberside (terminal) 2027

Humberside (in-land) 2028

Southampton 2030

South Wales 2030

Merseyside 2024

Peterhead 2024

Grangemouth 2025

Peak District 2030

Medway 2030

Londonderry 2030

1 Broadly consistent with the latest cluster project estimates, incorporating internal Element Energy estimates 

that have been revised based on feedback from stakeholder interviews.

• Starting in these years, sites will have the option to develop dedicated pipelines or utilise trucking to transport 
CO2 to their nearest terminal / cluster point locations (i.e. additional CAPEX/OPEX borne by sites in the model, 
along with the levelised £/tCO2 T&S costs at each terminal or cluster point)

• Selection of pipeline vs trucking is done on a lowest-cost basis depending on process size and site distance 
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Estimated first years of availability for dedicated hydrogen supply 
availability at defined cluster points and terminals

Terminal / Cluster Point First Year of Availability1

Teesside 2026

Humberside (terminal) 2027

Humberside (in-land) 2028

Southampton 2030

South Wales 2030

Merseyside 2025

Peterhead 2025

Grangemouth 2025

Peak District N/A

Medway 2030

Londonderry 2030

• Starting in these years, sites will have the option to develop dedicated pipelines or utilise trucking from the 
source of hydrogen production to their locations (i.e. additional CAPEX/OPEX borne by sites in the model); 
selection of pipeline vs trucking is done on a lowest-cost basis depending on process size and site distance 

• Full grid conversion begins 5 years after the first year of hydrogen production availability and expands radially 
over time from hydrogen production points at a rate of 10 km per year

• Upon grid conversion reaching a site, lowest-cost selection of hydrogen transport is then decided between 
pipeline vs trucking vs grid supply (e.g. large cluster-based sites likely still to develop dedicated pipelines)

1 Broadly consistent with the latest cluster project estimates, incorporating internal Element Energy estimates 

that have been revised based on feedback from stakeholder interviews.
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CO2 onshore transportation 

Lowest-cost selection of CO2 transport from site to cluster point dependent on distance and demand

CO2 Demand from Process (MtCO2/year)

Distance (km) >5 5-2 2-1 1-0.5 0.5-0.2 0.2-0.1 <0.1

0-1
1-25

25-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-80

80-100
>100

Pipeline
Trucking

• The model incorporates two onshore CO2 transport options: dedicated pipelines and trucking

• The chart above depicts the selection of CO2 onshore transportation (from site to cluster point) based on a 
combination of an industrial process’ emissions (MtCO2/yr) and the distance of the site from the cluster point

• All processes with emissions greater than 0.1 MtCO2/yr would select pipeline as the transport option

• Processes with emissions less than 0.1 MtCO2/yr could select either option, depending on the distance (i.e. 
pipeline below a distance of 60km and trucking above this distance)

• Note: Since cost data is available at discrete points, the NPV calculation uses index-matching to select the 
nearest data point to decide whether pipeline of trucking is most cost-effective. For site distance, the calculation 
selects the data point below the site’s actual distance. The CO2 demand data point selected is the one greater 
than the process’ actual emissions. This is the same approach for the actual cost calculation itself.
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Hydrogen transportation (without grid access) 

Lowest-cost selection of hydrogen transport from site to cluster point dependent on size and demand

Pipeline
Trucking

• If a site does not have grid access, the chart above depicts the selection of hydrogen transportation (from site to 
cluster point) based on a combination of a process’ size (MW) and the distance of the site from the cluster point

– All processes with size greater than 50 MW would select pipeline as the transport option

– All processes with size less than 0.5 MW would select trucking as the transport option

– Processes with a size between 0.5 and 50 MW select either option, depending on the distance (e.g. for a 5-10MW sized 
process, pipelines are selected below a distance of 75km and trucking above this distance)

• Note: Since cost data is available at discrete points, the NPV calculation uses index-matching to select the 
nearest data point (for option selection). For site distance, the calculation selects the data point above the site’s 
actual distance. The process size data point selected is the one less than the process’ actual size. The pipeline 
cost itself is calculating by interpolating between the nearest two distances and the corresponding process size 
below. The trucking cost is calculated in the same manner as option selection (distance above actual).

Size of Process (MW)

Distance (km) <0.1 0.1-0.5 0.5-1 1-5 5-10 10-50 50-100 >100

500-250
250-200
200-150
150-100
100-75
75-50
50-25
25-0

0
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Hydrogen transportation (with grid access) 

Lowest-cost selection of hydrogen transport from site to cluster point dependent on size and demand

Pipeline
Grid

• When access to hydrogen from the grid is available at a site, the lowest cost option is always either direct supply 
from the grid or a dedicated pipeline

• The chart above depicts the selection of hydrogen transportation (from site to cluster point) based on a 
combination of an industrial process’ size (MW) and the distance of the site from the cluster point

– All processes with size less than 1 MW would select the grid as the transport option

– Processes with a size greater than 1 MW may select either option, depending on the distance (e.g. for a 10-50 MW sized 
process, pipelines are selected below a distance of 75km and grid above this distance)

• Note: Since cost data is available at discrete points, the NPV calculation uses index-matching to select the 
nearest data point. For site distance, the calculation selects the data point above the site’s actual distance. 
Conversely, the process size data point selected is the one less than the process’ actual size. The pipeline cost 
itself is calculating by interpolating between the nearest two distances and the corresponding process size below. 

Size of Process (MW)

Distance (km) <0.1 0.1-0.5 0.5-1 1-5 5-10 10-50 50-100 >100

500-250
250-200
200-150
150-100
100-75
75-50
50-25
25-0

0
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Other Assumptions for Blue Hydrogen

• Blue hydrogen production (via ATR with CCS) is assumed to occur at the same terminals / defined points as 
CO2 T&S, aligned with many cluster-based regional projects. This excludes the Peak District, which is primarily 
a CO2 T&S point for a major trunk pipeline from the large cement sites in the area.
• Each site is mapped to a hydrogen supply point based on the shortest point-to-point distance.

• Each scenario has a constraint on the maximum blue hydrogen production per annum at each of the defined 
points, which limits the total possible hydrogen demand from all sites mapped to each defined point.
• The maximum value is adjusted from the base Headwinds Scenario to each different scenario in each 

scenario based on the percentages of blue and green hydrogen in the CCC’s Prices workbook 
(proportionately scaled to exclude imported hydrogen).

• There is a defined first year of infrastructure availability for hydrogen supply at each terminal/defined 
point. Before these years, sites mapped to each defined point are not able to select hydrogen 
abatement, even if technologies becomes available (i.e. infrastructure availability is the limiting 
constraint on decision-making).

• Depending on the region, storage of hydrogen is assumed to be either salt caverns or ammonia.
• Blue hydrogen’s CCS demand requirements are fed into the regional cost calculations for CO2 T&S.

Blue hydrogen implementation and assumptions:
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Other Assumptions for Green hydrogen implementation

Green hydrogen implementation and assumptions:

Blue vs green hydrogen implications:

• Green hydrogen is included as a separate fuel option to blue hydrogen; with industry allowed to choose 
either blue or green hydrogen (lowest-cost option as part of the NPV calculation).

• Green and Blue hydrogen are available at the same defined points.
• The primary difference between blue and green hydrogen across each scenario is the fuel cost, with the 

green hydrogen production cost (electrolysis from dedicated renewables) taken from the CCC’s Prices 
workbook, “H2 wholesale cost” tab, rows 97, 101, and 105, depending on the scenario.

• T&S costs are equal across all scenarios for blue and green hydrogen. 
• There are no restrictions on production volumes for Green Hydrogen.

1. The Headwinds scenario assumes that the only constraints on blue hydrogen are those set for the varying 
first years of availability and rates of increase at each hydrogen production point.

2. The maximum blue hydrogen percentage defined in the People and Innovation scenarios will be applied to 
the constraint on annual blue hydrogen production from the Headwinds scenario (assuming no 
“imported” hydrogen in the Prices workbook and proportionately scaled percentages of blue and green).

3. Across all scenarios, the outputs will have different percentages of blue and green for industry vs. the 
proposed percentages for each of the scenarios in the CCC’s Prices workbook.
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H2 and CO2 T&S - Calculates the H2 price and CO2 T&S price at each 
terminal/defined point; includes inputs for infrastructure costs

Tab Table(s) Summary / Assumptions (Sources in blue)

H2 and CO2 T&S
CostGreenH2
CostBlueH2

Green hydrogen costs. Production, network and supplier costs taken from CCC's "Prices workbook" (dedicated renewables, production cost from 
"H2 wholesale cost" tab rows 97, 101, and 105). Supplier costs currently excluded from final cost.
Blue hydrogen costs. Production, network and supplier costs taken from CCC's "Prices workbook" (dedicated SMRs, production cost from "H2 
wholesale cost" tab row 32). Supplier costs currently excluded from final cost. CCS cost component varies across different defined points.
Hydrogen storage cost estimates derived from EE's H2 Supply Chain Evidence work (salt caverns) and H21 North of England report (ammonia). These 
vary based on regional constraints at each production point. Equal storage costs added to the final costs of green and blue hydrogen.

H2 and CO2 T&S CostCO2 Breaks down the final CO2 T&S costs for each terminal / defined point at the end of model iteration after input demands are updated.

H2 and CO2 T&S TerminalCO2
Breaks down the terminal each defined point’s CO2 is transported to, later mapped to the respective storage region in the “CO2ConstraintCalc” and 
“H2ConstraintCalc” tables (“Constraints and Convergence” tab).

H2 and CO2 T&S

Peterhead, 
Humberside, 
Teesside, 
Merseyside, 
SouthWales, 
Southampton, 
Medway, 
Londonderry, 
Grangemouth, 
Humberside2

Also refers to the tables: PeterheadCCS, HumbersideCCS, TeessideCCS, MerseysideCCS, SouthWalesCCS, SouthamptonCCS, MedwayCCS, 
LondonderryCCS, GrangemouthCCS, Humberside2CCS, PeakDistrictCCS
The CCS cost component of blue hydrogen (p/kWh) and CO2 T&S cost (£/t) are calculated at each defined point depending on the necessary 
infrastructure for that location (e.g. CO2 shipping, onshore pipeline, etc). Other assumptions for CCS T&S cost calculations:
• ATR capture rate set to 95% (aligned with CCC Prices workbook)
• Feeder 10 onshore pipeline from Grangemouth to Peterhead available in 2027 (Grangemouth can consider shipping if cost effective or if exceeds 

Feeder 10 capacity of 10 Mt/y). Source: Acorn CCS, Developing CCU Capabilities from CCS Infrastructure (2020).
• Humberside2 is the defined point at Drax site, with onshore trunk pipeline to Humberside terminal.
• Defined points which require shipping (South Wales, Southampton, Medway, Londonderry) select the lowest cost Terminal (including offshore 

T&S + shipping costs) in their first year of CO2 demand, thereafter continuing to ship to this Terminal until 2050.
• CO2 T&S cost curves for varying demand. Includes offshore pipeline transport and storage for terminals, onshore pipeline and shipping for other 

defined points. Offshore pipeline costs and shipping costs taken from Element Energy's BEIS Shipping Model. Storage costs taken from Element 
Energy's H2 Supply Chain Evidence Base (derived from CO2Stored database).

H2 and CO2 T&S Transport cost 
tables

Includes tables: CO2TransportFromSiteCAPEX and CO2Trucking (CO2 onshore pipelines and trucking costs from Element Energy's BEIS CCUS at 
Dispersed Sites work), H2TransportToSite (H2 onshore pipelines costs from Element Energy's H2 Supply Chain Evidence Base work, and H2Trucking
(H2 trucking costs from Element Energy’s Smarter Mobility work).

H2 and CO2 T&S
DemandInputH2
DemandInputCO2

The macro iteration inputs H2 and CO2 demand to recalculate costs.

H2 and CO2 T&S
InitialDemandH2
InitialDemandCO2

The initial input demands for the start of model run (or from previous iteration if model has completed a run).

H2 and CO2 T&S
OtherSectorsH2
OtherSectorsCO2 

Also refers to the tables: BuildingsH2Gov, BuildingsH2People, BuildingsH2Innov, TransportH2Gov, TransportH2People, TransportH2Innov, 
PowerH2Gov, PowerH2People, PowerH2Innov, BioCO2Gov, BioCO2People, BioCO2Innov, PowerCO2Gov, PowerCO2People, PowerCO2Innov, 
DirectAirCO2Innov
Hydrogen and CO2 T&S demand from other sectors. Percentages of demand met by Blue H2 production in each scenario taken from CCC's Prices 
Workbook, excluding "Imported" H2 and proportionately scaled with Blue vs. Green percentages.
Hydrogen demand from other sectors: Buildings from Element Energy CB6 work, Transport includes CCC's aviation, shipping and train demand + 
Element Energy CB6 work (HDVs, buses, trucks, etc.), and Power from the CCC’s internal projections.
CO2 T&S demand from other sectors: Bio, Power and DACCS from the CCC’s internal projections
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H2 and CO2 Constraints - Defines constraints on hydrogen and CCS 
infrastructure (CO2 storage capacities, H2 demand and grid roll-out)

Tab Table name Summary (Sources in blue)

H2 and CO2 Constraints MaxBlueH2

Contains the current scenario’s constraint on maximum blue hydrogen production per annum at each of the defined points 
where blue hydrogen production occurs (via ATR with CCS). This maximum value limits the total possible hydrogen demand from 
all sites mapped to each defined point (mapping of sites is summarised in “SiteTable” in the “Sector-site-process lists” tab). The 
maximum value is adjusted in each scenario based on the percentages of blue and green hydrogen in the CCC’s Prices workbook 
(proportionately scaled to exclude imported hydrogen).
Refer to “AssumedMaxH2” table for base constraint assumptions before adjustment in each scenario.

H2 and CO2 Constraints
H2FirstAvailabilty
CO2FirstAvailabilty

These tables define the first year infrastructure becomes available for hydrogen supply and CO2 T&S at each terminal/defined 
point. Before these years, sites mapped to each defined point are not able to select hydrogen or CCS abatement, even if 
technologies becomes available for retrofitting (i.e. infrastructure availability is the limiting constraint on decision-making).
Sources: Project deliverables and stakeholder interviews conducted with major clusters (Acorn project for 
Grangemouth/Peterhead, HyNet North West for Merseyside, Zero Carbon Humber for Humberside/Humberside2, Net Zero 
Teesside for Teesside). A later first year of availability aligned with lead times for infrastructure (2030) was assumed for the
remaining clusters / defined points which do not have current ongoing projects with concrete estimated timelines (South Wales, 
Southampton, Peak District, Londonderry, Medway). 

H2 and CO2 Constraints InjectionMaxCO2

Contains the constraint on maximum injection rates for CO2 storage (in Mt per annum) for each of the defined storage regions 
(Northern and Central North Sea, Southern North Sea, and East Irish Sea). Between 2020 to 2030, input assumes storage 
infrastructure availability and ramp-up rates aligned with current projects and ETI’s appraised site outlook (8 storage sites). 
Between 2030 to 2040, maximum capacities assumed to align with ETI’s potential site outlook (16 storage sites). Between 2040 to 
2050, maximum capacities assumed equal to the total sum within the CO2Stored database (204 storage sites).
Sources: ETI appraisal work "Progressing Development of the UK's Strategic Carbon Dioxide Storage Resource“ (2016), Element 
Energy's H2 Supply Chain Evidence Base (injection rates derived from CO2Stored database), and adjustments made as a result of
feedback from cluster stakeholder interviews.

H2 and CO2 Constraints
Hydrogen grid roll-out 
assumptions (not in named 
table)

A number of calculations are completed to arrive at the “First Year of Grid Availability” column, which defines the first year at 
which the site is estimated to be able to receive hydrogen supply from the grid. This year is fed into the NPV calculation (see 
named cell “Site_H2_Grid_Connection_Year”). Current assumptions for the roll-out: rate of 10km/yr and grid conversion begins 5 
years after the first year of dedicated hydrogen supply via pipelines (orange boxes are advanced adjustable inputs).

H2 and CO2 Constraints AssumedMaxH2

Base constraints for maximum blue hydrogen production at each defined point. Values informed by the following sources:
• H21 North of England, Technical Report (2018):

o Phase 1 - North of England hydrogen productions assumed to be equal in Teesside, Humberside and Humberside2 
(in-land) with start years adjusted for each based on “H2FirstAvailability” table.

o Phase 3 - Scotland hydrogen productions assumed to be same in both Peterhead/Grangemouth.
o Phase 4 - South Wales and South West hydrogen productions assumed to start earlier (2030, rather than 2035 in the 

H21 report). Southampton /  Isle of Grain / Londonderry assumed to have same maximum.
• Cadent, HyNet North West Report (2018), Figure 3.3 - maximum values assumed for Merseyside.
• All values presented at meetings with stakeholders in each cluster with general agreement on sources and estimates. 

Updated for Grangemouth/Peterhead between 2040 to 2050, adjusted to a maximum of 100 TWh/yr.
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Net Present Value calculation for decarbonisation options 

Outline

For each process at an industrial site, the net present value (NPV) is calculated for each decarbonisation option 
in each possible year. This involves the following sheets:

• ‘NPV Precalc’ sheet - parameters are calculated for use in NPV calculations (not changed for each site)

• ‘NPV in defined years’ sheet – for a specified site, calculation of NPV for a specific site in specific 
(predefined) years

• ‘NPV in all years’ sheet – for a specified site, interpolation of NPV outputs to cover all years and addition of 
scrappage cost.

Summary

One key part of the model is the framework to decide which decarbonisation technologies could be appropriate to install in a 
given year, for a given process at a site. Within this model, the metric used to assess the value of decarbonisation technologies is 
their Net Present Value (NPV). This refers to difference between the cost of the decarbonisation technology and the cost of the 
counterfactual, taking into account the discount rate and the value of avoided and abated carbon emissions.

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 /
𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛

−
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
+ 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙

The model takes each site and calculates the NPVs of the decarbonisation options (combinations of decarbonisation technologies 
and years of installation) for each process on a site. This considers:

• Suitability of technologies for decarbonising each process.

• The value of carbon and other drivers for decarbonisation, which are represented through the inclusion of a carbon value 
projection to represent the value of abated emissions in each year. 

• Capital costs (Capex), including the cost of capital and scrappage costs where relevant.

• Fuel costs for the decarbonisation option compared to the counterfactual 

• Other operational costs (Opex), for example some components of the CO2 T&S are represented as a fee here.
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NPV in defined years - for a specific site, this sheet calculates NPV for 
all different abatement options at the process level

Key Assumptions in the NPV calculation. (1/2)

• The Net Present Value calculated is the Net Present Value of the abatement costs and carbon costs saved 
up to 2050. This is the sum of discounted yearly abatement costs (negative) and carbon cost savings 
(positive) up to 2050. 

• If a site closes in 2030 or before due to reductions in the baseline or resource efficiency projections, the 
NPV of its decarbonisation options are not calculated. This assumption is set in Modelling Control.

• Optimism bias is set at 66% for the technology capital cost. This means that the capital costs of the on-site 
technologies are increased by a factor of 66%. This factor is not applied to the H2 and CO2 T&S costs.

• Technology learning is represented by a “FOAK/SOAK/NOAK” approach, where the technology costs are 
reduced in the SOAK/NOAK development stages. Progression to each subsequent stage is set by a time 
interval after technology is installed in the UK (or after a given number of years). SOAK and NOAK cost 
reductions and timeframes are specified for each technology on sheet Technology Data.

• Carbon prices for each site are set by default to use the carbon prices set for the appropriate 
Traded/Untraded sites. However, each Process on a site can be set to use one of the four separate carbon 
price options (Traded/Untraded/Innovation Seeds/Other), if this is set in the input table (e.g. this can be 
used to set innovation seeds).

• Sites/processes which use significant internal fuels (e.g. Ethylene) are only able to use CCS as an option. 
While pre-combustion CCS might also be possible (feeding internal fuels into a reformer, converting them 
to hydrogen and fuel switching the combustion equipment to hydrogen), post combustion CCS is 
represented as the only option here.
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Net Present Value calculation - Sheets

Key assumptions in the NPV calculation (2/2)

• ‘Lifetime average costs’ of fuel and offshore CO2 T&S (differing by different clusters where appropriate) are 
precalculated over a 20 year timeframe. These are then used in the NPV calculations for each site.

• H2 transport and CO2 T&S costs are calculated for each site based on the cluster it is assigned to. CAPEX and 
OPEX for the selected CO2 transport option from the site to the cluster are added to the NPV calculation 
based on the distance to the respective cluster (more information in ‘Hydrogen and CO2 T&S’ section of this 
assumptions log.

• The NPV calculations for a decarbonisation technology are based on the emissions/fuel use in the year it is 
installed. The 2020 emissions and fuel use used as a baseline, with emissions and fuel use for later years 
corrected by the % reduction in site emissions up to that year. This applies for the decision of which 
technology to adopt, however the results and outputs are calculated with the exact projected emissions 
and fuel use. This can lead to a mismatch for the costs in the outputs, where either where a site has large 
baseline/REEE emissions reductions after it installs a decarbonisation option, or where a specific process on 
a site has a different change emissions from 2020-2050 than the overall site. 2020 emission are used as a 
baseline, with emissions and fuel use for later years corrected by the % reduction in emissions.

• To assess NPV in every year, the values of NPV and other parameters are interpolated to output values 
between the defined years for calculation. This is done to reduce calculation intensity.

• The NPVs of scrappage costs for the new build options are added on top of the interpolated values (to 
avoid warping these costs through interpolation).

– These scrappage costs are assumed to be the remaining annualised capital costs of the counterfactual 
equipment.
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NPV precalc – Precalculation of information used in NPV in 
defined/all years sheet before iteration through all sites.

Tab Table name Summary (Sources in blue)

NPV precalc UsedFuelCost Fuel prices at site level: Oil, gas, coal, biomass, electricity as projected by CCC. Pulled from Fuel Cost sheet.

NPV precalc LifetimeAverageFuelCost
Average fuel costs and emissions for each fuel type over 20 years from each defined installation year (NB this figure is only
assumed for the purpose of calculating average fuel costs and emissions). Note zero for hydrogen costs: these are calculated for 
specific production points in the following two tables.

NPV precalc BlueH2LifetimeAverageCost
Average total of production, storage, and CCS costs (not including pipelines and network costs) and emissions for blue hydrogen 
from each production point over 20 years for each installation year. Looks costs up in “CostBlueH2” table in “H2 and CO2 T&S”
tab. 

NPV precalc GreenH2LifetimeAverageCost
Average total of production and storage costs (not including pipelines and network costs) and emissions for green hydrogen from 
each production point over 20 years for each installation year. Looks costs up in “CostGreenH2” table in “H2 and CO2 T&S” tab. 

NPV precalc CO2LifetimeAverageCost
Average carbon T&S cost from each cluster over 20 years for each installation year. Looks costs up in “CostCO2” table in “H2 and 
CO2 T&S” tab.

NPV precalc PVprecalc Present value in year 1 of annual costs for different lifetimes (used for NPV calculations in NPV in defined years sheet) (£/(£/y)) 

NPV precalc PMTprecalc

Annual payment for costs of capital for different installations (FOAK, SOAK, NOAK) (£/y)/£ 
Cost of capital differentiated by interest rates (set in “Modelling control” tab), currently set at:
12% (FOAK); 11% (SOAK); 10% (NOAK). These rates are based on BEIS hurdle rates for CCS applied to gas power generation plants 
(from the BEIS 2016 electricity generation cost report).

NPV precalc CarbonPricePreCalc Undiscounted and Discounted cost of carbon in each year for the 4 different Carbon price projections used.

NPV precalc ElecCost

For a pre-randomised list of sites where electrification is an option, determines whether to apply additional electricity connection 
costs to this site (based on size and % of cases in scenario). Assumption is to always add electricity connection costs on sites with 
likely demand above a certain size (currently 8 MW) and apply them to a percentage of sites below this level (assumed to be 90% 
of the rest of the sites.) These are set in Modelling Control sheet, and are based on Element Energy Networks team experience to 
represent a number of highly geographically variable factors.
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Tables: NPV in defined years (1/2)

For a specific site, this sheet calculates NPV for all abatement options at the process level

Tab Table name Summary

NPV in 
defined years

SiteData

Characteristics for a specific site, including processes, counterfactuals, emissions and fuel use. 
Looks up the following tables: 
ProcessCounterfactualsNew (“Counterfactual Technologies” tab); 
SiteProcessOutput, ManualFuelSplitProcessing & ArchetypeFuelSplitAggregated (“Task 1 Intermediates” tab);
Suitability tables on sheet Technology Suitability;
Note different remaining lifetime assumptions for different processes within a single site.

NPV in 
defined years

NewBuildProcess
es

Outlines all of the new build options (if applicable) for the site's processes. Looks up the following tables: 
SiteData (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
FSNewBuildSuitability (“Technology Suitability” tab); 
FSNewBuildCosts (“Technology Data” tab)

NPV in 
defined years

CounterfactCost
Calc

Calculates the costs and emissions of the counterfactual technologies. Looks up the following tables: 
SiteData, NewBuildProcesses (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
LifetimeAverageFuelCost (“NPV pre calc” tab); 
FSNewBuildCosts (“Technology Data” tab); 
ProcessCounterfactualsNew (“Counterfactual Technologies” tab);
Note: outputs from this table are included in the scrappage and capex NPV of new builds.

NPV in 
defined years

NewbuildFSCost
Calc

Calculates all of the NPV components (capex, opex, fuel, carbon and total) for new builds at the process level for the installation years defined in tab 
Modelling Control. Looks up the following tables: 
LifetimeAverageFuelCost, ElecCost, PVprecalc, PMTprecalc, CarbonPricePreCalc (“NPV pre calc” tab);
SiteData, NewBuildProcesses, CounterfactCostCalc (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
FSNewBuildCosts (“Technology Data” tab); 

NPV in 
defined years

RetrofitProcesse
s

Outlines all of the retrofit options (if applicable) for the site's processes. Looks up the following tables: 
SiteData (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
FSRetrofitSuitability (“Technology Suitability” tab); 
FSRetrofitCosts (“Technology Data” tab)

NPV in 
defined years

RetrofitFSCostCa
lc

Calculates all of the NPV components (capex, opex, fuel, carbon and total) for retrofits at the process level for the installation years defined in tab 
Modelling Control. Looks up the following tables: 
BlueH2LifetimeAverageCost, GreenH2LifetimeAverageCost, LifetimeAverageFuelCost, PVprecalc, PMTprecalc, CarbonPricePreCalc (“NPV pre calc” tab); 
SiteData, RetrofitProcesses (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
FSRetrofitCost (“Technology Data” tab); 
H2distances, H2TransportToSite, CostBlueH2 (“H2 and CO2 T&S” tab); 
ProcessCounterfactualsNew (“Counterfactual Technologies” tab); 

NPV in 
defined years

CCSProcesses Outlines all of the CCS options (if applicable) for the site's processes. Looks up the following tables: 
SiteData (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
CCSSuitability (“Technology Suitability” tab); 
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Tables: NPV in defined years (2/2)

Tab Table name Summary

NPV in 
defined years

CCSCostCalc Calculates all of the NPV components (capex, opex, fuel, T&S, carbon and total) for CCS options at the process level for the installation years defined in 
tab Modelling Control. Looks up the following tables: 
BlueH2LifetimeAverageCost, GreenH2LifetimeAverageCost, LifetimeAverageFuelCost, CO2LifetimeAverageCost, PVprecalc, PMTprecalc, 
CarbonPricePreCalc (“NPV pre calc” tab); 
SiteData, CCSProcesses (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
CCSCost (“Technology Data” tab); 
H2distances, H2TransportToSite, CostBlueH2, CO2TransportFromSiteCAPEX, CO2TransportFromSiteOPEX, SiteCO2Distances, SiteCO2Flowrates (“H2 and 
CO2 T&S” tab); 
ProcessCounterfactualsNew (“Counterfactual Technologies” tab); 
CaptureTechnologyCostPerformance, CaptureTechnologyCaptureCostProjection, CompressorCostPerformance, CaptureTechnologyFuelConsumption, 
HeatGenerationFuelEfficiency, CompressionForTransport, HigherCaptureRateCost (“Technology Data” tab); 
ExhaustStreams, CCSectorArchetypeCO2Pressure (“Exhaust streams” tab); 
CO2PressureDensity (“Engineering Data” tab)

NPV in 
defined years

FFPFEProcesses Outlines all of the FFPFE + “Other” (e.g. BECCS) options (if applicable) for the site's processes. Looks up the following tables: 
SiteData (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
FFPFESuitability (“Technology Suitability” tab); 

NPV in defined 
years

FFPFECalc

Calculates all of the NPV components (capex, opex, fuel, T&S, carbon and total) for FFPFE + “Other” (e.g. BECCS)  options for the installation years defined 
in tab Modelling Control. Looks up the following tables: 
BlueH2LifetimeAverageCost, GreenH2LifetimeAverageCost, LifetimeAverageFuelCost, CO2LifetimeAverageCost, PVprecalc, PMTprecalc, 
CarbonPricePreCalc (“NPV pre calc” tab); 
SiteData, FFPFEProcesses (“NPV in defined years” tab); 
FFPFECost (“Technology Data” tab); 
FFPFESectors (“Technology Suitability” tab);
H2distances, H2TransportToSite, CostBlueH2, CO2TransportFromSiteCAPEX, CO2TransportFromSiteOPEX, SiteCO2Distances, SiteCO2Flowrates (“H2 and 
CO2 T&S” tab); 
ProcessCounterfactualsNew (“Counterfactual Technologies” tab); 
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Tables: NPV in all years

Tab Table name Summary

NPV in all years NewBuildFSAllYears Interpolates NPV of new build options (and adds scrappage cost) in all years.

NPV in all years FSRetrofitAllYears Interpolates NPV of retrofit options in all years.

NPV in all years CCSAllYears Interpolates NPV of CCS options in all years.

NPV in all years FFPFEAllYears Interpolates NPV of FFPFE and "Other" options in all years.

NPV in all years AllYearsSumFSNew Final data columns for new builds to be copied into the Site Decision Making tab.

NPV in all years AllYearsSumFSRet Final data columns for retrofits to be copied into the Site Decision Making tab.

NPV in all years AllYearsSumCCS Final data columns for CCS options to be copied into the Site Decision Making tab.

NPV in all years AllYearsSumFFPFE Final data columns for FFPFE and "Other" options to be copied into the Site Decision Making tab.

NPV in all years AllYearsSumTotal Final data columns for all options to be copied into the Site Decision Making tab
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Fuel Costs

1 Aligned with CCC’s Prices Workbook which uses "gas oil" for industry

• Total fuel costs for Coal, Oil, Gas, Biomass, Electricity and fuel production costs for Blue/Green Hydrogen 
are taken from the CCC’s Prices Workbook, which are calculated on an HHV basis. Costs are converted to an 
LHV basis for input into the model using the following values and sources:

• Oil costs from the CCC’s Prices Workbook are provided in p/L and are converted to p/kWh using a calorific 
value of 12.5kWh/L for burning oil from the Green Book Data Tables

• Blue/Green Hydrogen production costs are taken from the CCC’s Prices Workbook, with other cost 
components related to storage and transport calculated from other sources and based on the model’s 
endogenous demand calculations (refer to the “Hydrogen and CO2 T&S” section of this document for 
detailed information)

Fuel Type HHV (MJ/kg) LHV (MJ/kg)

Natural Gas 52.2 47.1

Hydrogen 141.9 120.0

Coal (bituminous) 27.3 26.1

Biomass (average of forest residues) 19.9 19.2

Oil (conventional diesel1) 45.8 42.8

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/valuation-of-energy-use-and-greenhouse-gas-emissions-for-appraisal
https://h2tools.org/hyarc/calculator-tools/lower-and-higher-heating-values-fuels
https://h2tools.org/hyarc/calculator-tools/lower-and-higher-heating-values-fuels
https://h2tools.org/hyarc/calculator-tools/lower-and-higher-heating-values-fuels
https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2012/RE_Technologies_Cost_Analysis-BIOMASS.pdf
https://h2tools.org/hyarc/calculator-tools/lower-and-higher-heating-values-fuels
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Carbon Values

• Selection of carbon value for outputs (cell name UseOverallCarbonValueInOutputs) – options 
are Carbon Value Scenario or Traded/Untraded. Carbon values used in the model runs:

Carbon value (cell name in italics) adjustable in “Modelling 
Control” tab:

Carbon Value 
(base value)

CarbonValueScenario – used for carbon value in outputs when 
selected (not for NPV calculations).

BEIS Green Book 2019 – High, Untraded 
(exception: CCC-450 for Max scenario)

CarbonValueTraded - for traded sites when operating the NPV 
calculation

BEIS Green Book 2019 – High, Traded 

CarbonValueRest - for untraded sites when operating the NPV 
calculation

BEIS Green Book 2019 – High, Untraded

CarbonValueInnovation - for sites treated as innovation seeds 
in NPV calculation (can be updated in the InnovationSeeds
table)

Innovation 10000 (carbon value of 
£10,000/tCO2 in all years)

CarbonValueOtherSpecified - other specified sites (user can 
input sites in the InnovationSeeds table)

To be defined by user – initially set as “CCC-300” 
however does not impact in regular model runs.

• “CCC-450” and “CCC-300” carbon values are £450/tCO2 and £300/tCO2, respectively, in 2050, 
then discounted back through all years using a 3.5% social discount rate

• Additional BEIS Green Book 2019 carbon values (Medium and Low) are incorporated in the 
model should the user wish to change the inputs

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/valuation-of-energy-use-and-greenhouse-gas-emissions-for-appraisal
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Carbon Values

Carbon Values included in the model by default.

• Within the CCC 6th carbon budget scenarios, the ‘BEIS Green Book 2019 – High, Untraded’ value is used, 
aside from Tailwinds, where the ‘CCC-450’ value is used.

• The unadjusted, adjusted and traded BEIS Green Book – High carbon values merge to be the same carbon 
values in year 2030 and thereafter.

• An “Innovation 10000” value is also included to give innovation seed sites a large incentive to decarbonise.
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Exhaust Stream and Engineering Data

Table name Summary

CCSectorArchet-
ypeCO2Pressure

Values in this table set the CO2 input stream pressure which is used to calculate the “Pre-
treatment compressor (MW)” size in the CCSCostCalc table (“NPV in defined years” tab) 
Currently set to 0.11 Mpa (atmospheric pressure) for all sectors, assumption derived from 
Element Energy’s CINDY (Capture in INDustrY) model 

ExhaustStreams Values in this table define the CO2 stream purities (i.e. % concentrations of the flue gases) 
which are used to calculate carbon capture capex and electricity requirements in the 
CCSCostCalc table (“NPV in defined years” tab). Current inputs for each of the model’s 
sector-process archetypes (assumptions from Element Energy’s CINDY (Capture in INDustrY) 
model, unless noted otherwise):
• Process CO2 – Cement, Glass, Lime, and Ceramics: 24%
• Process CO2 – Reforming: 95%
• Process CO2 – Refinery: 15%
• Primary Iron production: 21% (for blast furnace, from “Demonstrating CO2 capture in 

the UK cement, chemicals, iron and steel and oil refining sectors by 2025”, page 79)
• CHP (all sectors): 6% (assumption from “Demonstrating CO2 capture in the UK cement, 

chemicals, iron and steel and oil refining sectors by 2025”, page 51)
• Other processes assumed to be 10% (typical concentration of fuel combustion exhaust 

streams, assumption from Building Capacity for CO2 Capture and Storage in the Apec
Region, Global CCS Institute)

CO2PressureDensity This table contains data for the volumetric density of CO2 at different pressure at 300K. This 
is used to calculate the size of the compressors (in MW) needed for compressing captured 
CO2 for further transport in pipelines to CO2 T&S terminals.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/312106/Element_Energy_DECC_BIS_ICCS_CCU_final_Report_Appendix.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/312106/Element_Energy_DECC_BIS_ICCS_CCU_final_Report_Appendix.pdf
https://www.globalccsinstitute.com/archive/hub/publications/114711/building-capacity-co2-capture-and-storage-apec-region.pdf
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Site Decision Making

Outline

Sites decide on their prioritisation of technology and timing for decarbonisation on the basis of Net Present 
Value (NPV) combined with constraints, such as technology availability. This takes place within the ‘Site 
Decision Making’ sheet and associated macros. 

Summary

Once the NPVs of all decarbonisation options (combinations of decarbonisation technologies and years of 
installation) have been calculated, the site needs to decide which options are possible, and then which options 
should be prioritised. Initially some options are eliminated, for example if the decarbonisation technology is 
not available in that year or if the site might close due to resource efficiency too soon after the decarbonisation 
option would be implemented. 

The remaining decarbonisation options are then ranked to produce a ranked list. This is done on the basis of
maximum NPV, with the constraint that the 2nd ranked option cannot have an earlier implementation year than 
the 1st ranked option, the 3rd ranked option cannot have an earlier implementation year than the 2nd ranked 
option, etc.. This is put in place for the constraint application, which proceeds year by year. The output of this is 
a ranked list of decarbonisation options for each process on each site.
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Site Decision Making - procedure

Procedure

• The site decision making occurs after the NPV results for a site are calculated and pasted into the ‘Site 
Decision Making’ sheet.

– The macro ‘PastingNPVResults’ pastes the results of a site’s NPV calculation into columns ‘Process ID’ 
to ‘Fuel Cost’ in the ‘SiteDecisionMakingInput’ table.

• To perform site decision making a number of steps take place, covered within the ‘SiteDecisionMaking’ 
macro.

– Calculation of whether the option is initially viewed as possible (on the basis of simple constraints 
such as technology availability).

– Sorting of the ‘SiteDecisionMakingInput’ table to sort by process and remove options which are not 
viewed as initially possible

– Calculation of which values are part of the site’s ranked list of favoured options.

– Sorting to remove other options which are not part of this list of favoured options.

– Calculation and outputting of outputs

‘Non-Rational’ sites

• The model includes a provision for some sites below a specified size to act as ‘non-rational’ – which within 
the model is represented by them not decarbonising aside from at the end of equipment life.

• This is included as one of the simple constraints here (to eliminate options from consideration as 
possibilities).

• Within the CCC scenarios this was set to affect sites with emissions below 1 ktCO2e/yr.
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Tables: Site Decision Making

‘Limited Foresight’ Decision Making

• Within the model there is another possible decision making criteria implemented which calculates the ranked list of options based on 
slightly different ranking criteria. The ranking in this case is done through selecting as the first ranked technology as the highest NPV in 
the X years (specified on ‘Modelling Control’) after the first technology becomes available and NPV positive. The site then considers the X 
years after this first ranked technology is implemented and selects the highest NPV technology within this timescale. The site then takes 
the second ranked technology, and selects the third ranked technology similarly, etc.

• Within the SiteDecisionMaking macro this is done through using slightly different sorting steps and calling another macro –
‘ArrayLimitedForesight’.

• Note that in the current NPV based ranking this limited foresight implementation in many cases provides similar results to the original 
‘Full Foresight’ ranking, as in many cases the NPV is monotonically decreasing (if the technology is favoured for installation as soon as it 
becomes available).

Tab Table name Summary

Site Decision Making IDTable To efficiently have an ID counter without needing to rereference on sorting

Site Decision Making SiteDecisionMakingInput
To input the values from LCOA In All Years
To evaluate the possible decarbonisation technologies and implementation years to work out ranking of options

Site Decision Making ShortListSitePre To gather the relevant information for the table ShortList in Constraints and Convergence (start and end rows for each process)

Site Decision Making LongListSite To gather the relevant information for the table LongList in Constraints and Convergence (outputs for each option)

Site Decision Making ShortListSiteClosed To output the necessary placeholders for Constraints and Convergence if Site is closed or has zero emissions.

Sheet Description: To rank decarbonisation options at the site level (technology and year combinations) based on NPV.

Limitation

This ranked list of options (where an option must be in a later year than the previous option) approach is necessitated by the constraints
application (assessing the UK wide constraints year by year), however does have a limitation. If there is an option which is highly favoured in 
the site’s decision making (very high NPV) but is highly constrained by UK wide constraints, this option can be prioritized in the site’s ranked 
list of options until late on in the timescales to 2050. This can be unrealistic, as it is potentially likely that the highly restrictive nature of the 
UK wide constraint could be foreseen. One method to mitigate the impact of this is to restrict some of the technology suitability where this 
occurs, such that the level of the desire for the solution is not much larger than the level of the constraint. Within the model this limitation 
can be seen in some scenarios for some BECCS technologies which are highly NPV favoured due to negative emissions (‘BECCS2’).
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UK-wide constraints application

Outline

The technology options are selected for decarbonisation through assessing the impact of constraints such as 
availability of CO2 transport and storage capacity, UK wide biomass availability, technology readiness and 
capacity of the supply chain.

Summary

Using the ranked list of decarbonisation options as the basis, the decarbonisation options are selected for the 
outputted pathway through application of constraints. Each site initially chooses its top ranked option, which 
produces a draft pathway. This pathway is assessed against a range of constraints including constraints on 
supply chains (the percentage of sites in a sector which can decarbonise in a given year), CO2 T&S 
infrastructure availability and capacity, H2 availability and production capacity and UK wide biomass use.

These constraints are assessed year by year from 2020 to 2050. When constraints are exceeded, the pathway is 
updated by changing the choice of those sites which break the constraints to choose their next ranked 
technology option. The prioritisation of sites within the limits of constraints is done on the basis of the NPV of 
the decarbonisation option divided by the amount of the constraint which the decarbonisation option takes 
up.

This produces the outputted pathway, which is taken into the infrastructure sizing portion of the model (and 
then the final pathway).
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UK-wide constraints application - procedure

Procedure

• The assessment of the UK wide constraints occurs after the model has iterated through every site, 
performing site decision making for each of them. This means that every site process has a ranked list of 
decarbonisation option (included in the ‘LongList’ table and indexed through the ‘ShortList’ table, both on 
the ‘Constraints and Convergence’ sheet.).

• The constraints are assessed through the ‘RunningConstraints’ macro (which calls ‘ConstraintForOneYear’ 
to assess constraints within a year).

• The ‘WorkingPathway’ table calculates an initial working pathway on the basis of the 1st ranked option for 
each site. This includes calculating the ordering (and sorting) for the other ranking tables on this sheet.

• The model the calculates the values of the constraints year by year, calculating whether any of the 
constraints are broken. If any of the constraints are broken, for processes which break the constraint, their 
selected option is moved to the next option on the ranked list. After that, the constraints for that year are 
recalculated (to assess whether constraint are broken).

• Once the pathway is consistent with the constraints in a year, the model moved on for assessing the 
constraints in the next year (and proceeds up to 2050).

• Once this is completed, the completed pathway is consistent with the UK wide constraints.
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Process for constraints application

1. Constraint on Biomass Resource

2. First Year of Availability of CO2 T&S infrastructure

3. Limit on overall technology deployment in year 
(supply chain)

4. Maximum blue hydrogen production applied to 
all sites, mapped to defined points

5. Maximum CO2 T&S in each storage region 
(includes the demand resulting from blue hydrogen 
production)

This process is applied 
year-by-year:

2020
2021

.

.

.

.

.
2049
2050

After each constraint is applied, for any constraints which are met, technologies is prioritised according to:
1) Abatement measures which have been installed previously (nobody is forced to switch away from an 

abatement measure they have implemented).
2) Net present value divided by proportion of the constraint which is taken up by option (Highest prioritized).
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SC and Biomass Constraints - Defines constraints on supply chain 
capacity and biomass availability

Biomass and Waste Assumptions

• The N-ZIP model uses the change in biomass usage over the counterfactual (excluding waste) as a 
constraint on biomass consuming decarbonisation technologies. This is because the N-ZIP model does not 
assume fuel switching away from current biomass usage.

• Within the sectors which currently use biomass, the proportion of that biomass which is biogenic waste 
fuel is estimated, and this is taken off the counterfactual.

• The counterfactual usage is then removed from the CCC’s internal 6th carbon budget biomass supply 
allocations, which gives the maximum change in biomass usage over the counterfactual to then be further 
used as a constraint.

Tab Table name Summary (Sources in blue)

SC and Biomass 
Constraints

SupplyChainConstraintsSector

Contains the constraint defining the amount of decarbonization possible in a year based on availability of the supply chain (skilled 
labour, engineering, etc.). The constraint is applied at the sector level as a percentage of the total emissions abated annually. For 
example, if the constraint set to 10% for the whole period, an entire sector can decarbonise in 10 years (not considering other decision-
making factors/constraints).
Source: Engagement with supply chain and industry stakeholders.

SC and Biomass 
Constraints

Assumptions on biomass 
constraints (not in named 
table)

The constraint on total biomass availability (including wastes) for industry is taken from the CCC’s internal 6CB biomass supply 
allocations, which varies by each scenario. The Total row at the bottom is automatically updated to the current scenario and contains 
the annual UK-wide limit on biomass supply in TWh/yr. In a model run, these annual limits are fed into the “Constraints and 
Convergence” tab, where the biomass constraint is applied.
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Constraints and Convergence - Performs the nationwide decision-
making for the external constraints and checks convergence.

Key assumptions

• Sites decarbonising in a certain year are ordered on the basis of NPV/(Amount of constraint used).

• Constraints are assessed in the order of Biomass Use, First Year of CO2 T&S, Supply Chain, H2 use, CO2 T&S use.

• If constraints are still exceeded in a year after each constraint is assessed and reallocated, the constraints are reassessed until 
the constraints are not exceeded.

• Once a constraint is exceeded, the decarbonisation option which breaks the constraint is allowed to be implemented, 
however any options ranked lower are not.

• The CO2 T&S constraint is assessed on the amount of resource used in the injection site area.

• Biomass constraints are assessed on the difference to the post REEE baseline of 100% biomass usage (as no sites are being 
forced to switch from the counterfactual if it is not economic).

• Values for controlling the convergence of iterations are set in Modelling control.

Tab Table name Summary

Constraints and 
Convergence

ShortList
To output the start and end rows of Site-Processes in LongList

LongList To output the information from the LCOA calculation for each potential technology option

WorkingPathway To store the working pathway while constraints are being assessed and evaluate the ordering of the other constraints table.

CO2FirstAvailabiltyForPathway To extract the year of first availabilities for CO2 T&S for each defined point

CO2FirstYearConstraintCalc To calculate if any options exceed the First Year of Availability of CO2 constraint, and the new option to be assessed.

H2ConstraintForPathway To extract the maximum H2 use in each defined point in year.

H2ConstraintCalc To calculate if any options exceed the Maximum Use of H2 constraint, and the new option to be assessed.

CO2ConstraintForPathway To extract the maximum injection rate of CO2 into each injection area in year

CO2ConstraintCalc To calculate if any options exceed the Maximum CO2 T&S constraint, and the new option to be assessed.

BioConstraintCalc To calculate if any options exceed the Maximum Use of Biomass constraint, and the new option to be assessed.

SupplyChainConstraintForPathway To extract the maximum supply chain constraint for each sector in year

SupplyChainConstraintCalc To calculate if any options exceed the supply chain constraint, and the new option to be assessed.

YearOfAvailabilityOutput To calculate the first years of implementation of each technology (to be fed back into subsequent iterations).

ConvergenceOfH2 To calculate if the iteration is convergent with the previously used H2 usages.

ConvergenceOfCO2 To calculate if the iteration is convergent with the previously used CO2 T&S usages.

FinalPathwayPasting To paste the final working pathway, and calculate some intermediate information before filling out the CCC Outputs sheet.
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Model Convergence and Iteration

Procedure

• Within a model run, there are multiple pathways produced sequentially, with each pathway feeding 
information into the next (e.g. infrastructure sizing, technology learning).

• To understand whether the pathway calculated should be the final pathway output, the model either uses a 
maximum number of iterations or attempts to find a self consistent solution for the infrastructure –
whereby the pathway produced with a given input level of infrastructure requires a level of infrastructure 
which is the same as the input.

• The calculations of the infrastructure requirements at each defined point/cluster are found in the 
‘ConvergenceOfH2’ and ‘ConvergenceOfCO2’ tables

• The operation of the model iteration and convergence can be adjusted through the convergence settings 
on modelling control.
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Model Outputs

Summary

• Within the model, the main outputs are in the ‘FinalOutputs’ table on the ‘CCC Outputs’ sheet.

• This incorporates the final decarbonisation pathway modelled for each site within the N-ZIP model, as well 
as incorporating outputs on off/non-road mobile machinery (NRMM) from external CCC analysis (from the 
three NRMM outputs sheets).

• This table is filled out at the end of a model run, and due to the size of the table, only the first row of the 
table is left as a formula, with the remaining rows pasted as values.

• Some additional outputs around the potential overall costs of the H2 and CO2 infrastructure implemented 
within the modelled pathway are included on the ‘Infrastructure T&S CAPEX’ sheet.
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (1)

Column Output Description

Site Process ID Each process on each site is assigned a unique ID (first assigned in 
SiteProcessTable in the “Sector-site-process tables” tab).

Site ID Each site is assigned a unique ID (first assigned in SiteTable in the “Sector-site-
process lists” tab).

Site Name of the site. Point source sites concatenate the Plant ID and the site name 
in NAEI Point Source dataset. Non-point source sites concatenate the model’s 
site ID and the corresponding Government Office Region (GOR).

Process Name of the process (each row refers to a unique sector-site-process).

Sector Process ID Each sector-process combination is assigned a unique ID (first assigned in 
SectorProcessTable in the “Sector-site-process lists” tab)

H2 Point The defined hydrogen production point from which the site receives its 
hydrogen supply (if applicable for abatement).

CO2 Point The defined point for CO2 transport and storage to which the site delivers its 
captured CO2 (if applicable for abatement).

Injection Site The final subsea location in which the site’s captured CO2 is stored (after any 
transport via pipeline/shipping).

Rank of Selected Option Highlights the rank of the selected abatement option in the site decision-
making, based on the value of the NPV.
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (2)

Column Output Description

Selected Option Abatement option selected for the process (blanks for site closures / non-point 
sources sites with zero emissions assigned).

Technology ID This contains the ID of the decarbonisation technology selected, which is used 
for pulling further information out of the AllTechnologiesNew table.

Abatement Rate The  percentage of emissions abated for the abatement option selected (>100% 
for BECCS technologies).

Year of Implementation The year in which the site selects to implement the abatement option.

Technology Type Category of technology type by fuel.

Electricity Connection Cost Displays “Yes” or “No”:
Yes: electrification network cost was included in the NPV calculation (if process 
has an electric abatement option).
No: electrification network cost was not included in the NPV calculation.

Blank Column This is a blank column.

NPV The NPV (£ in 2020) of the selected abatement option.

Number of Sites Used to estimate the distribution of emissions for non-point source sites in each 
of the GORs (first assigned in NonPointSourceTable in the “Sector-site-process 
lists” tab). Point source sites always have this set to equal 1.

Easting/Northing Geographic co-ordinates for the site.
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (3)

Column Output Description

UK Government Office 
Region / Country

Geographic markers for where the site is located.

Element_sector (11) The defined industrial sector for which the site is categorised under and 
consequently for which the emissions are attributed to.

Sector ID Each sector is assigned a unique ID (first assigned in EmissionsSummary in the 
“2017 emissions by EE sector” tab).

Site Closure Indicates the year in which a site has been assigned to close (if applicable, refer 
to “Site Closure” tab).

Distance to Defined Point Indicates the straight-line distance (km) between the site and its assigned CO2

defined point.

Dispersed or Cluster Site Identifies whether the site is within the radial distance of UK clusters (currently 
set to 30km), otherwise categorised as dispersed.

Hydrogen 
Pipeline/Grid/Trucking?

Identifies whether the process has hydrogen supplied via pipeline, converted 
network grid, or trucking (if applicable to hydrogen abatement options).

CO2 Pipeline/Trucking? Identifies whether the process has captured CO2 transported via pipeline or 
trucking (if applicable to CCS abatement options).

Final CO2 Terminal Indicates the final shoreline terminal for which the site’s captured CO2 (if 
applicable) has been transported to via pipeline or shipping.
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (4)

Column Output Description

Latitude/Longitude Geographic co-ordinates for the site.

Direct Abatement Cost 
(£/tCO2e)

The discounted levelised cost of abatement for the process’ direct emissions.

Indirect Abatement Cost
(£/tCO2e)

The discounted levelised cost of abatement for the process’ indirect emissions.

Baseline emissions 
(MtCO2e)

Baseline emissions for the process without any resource efficiency, energy 
efficiency (REEE) measures or emissions abatement applied.

Post REEE baseline 
emissions (MtCO2e)

Baseline emissions for the process after resource efficiency and energy efficiency 
(REEE) measures are applied.

Total direct emissions 
abated (MtCO2e)

Direct emissions abated once an abatement option is implemented.

Remaining direct emissions 
per year (MtCO2e)

Remaining direct emissions before an abatement options is implemented or if an 
abatement option has an abatement rate below 100%.

Remaining indirect 
emissions (MtCO2e)

Remaining indirect emissions before an abatement options is implemented or if 
an abatement option has an abatement rate below 100%.

Counterfactual capex (£m) Counterfactual capex required for new installations in end-of-life years, 
assuming no abatement option is implemented. Pre-calculated in 
CounterfactualCostOutputs table in the “Counterfactual Costs” tab.
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (5)

* AM = Abatement Measure

Column Output Description

Counterfactual levelised
capex (£m)

Counterfactual levelised capex required in all years, assuming NOAK cost of 
capital. Pre-calculated in CounterfactualCostOutputs table in the 
“Counterfactual Costs” tab.

Counterfactual opex (£m) Counterfactual fixed and variable (non-fuel) opex required in all years, assuming 
no abatement option is implemented. Pre-calculated in 
CounterfactualCostOutputs table in the “Counterfactual Costs” tab.

Counterfactual fuel costs 
(£m)

Counterfactual fuel costs required in all years, assuming no abatement option is 
implemented. Pre-calculated in CounterfactualCostOutputs table in the 
“Counterfactual Costs” tab.

Baseline costs (£m) Total baseline costs (sum of counterfactual levelised capex, opex and fuel costs).

AM* capex (£m) Includes counterfactual capex values (prior to year of abatement technology 
implementation) and abatement technology capex values (in year of 
implementation and at end of lifetimes). 

AM* levelised capex (£m) Includes levelised counterfactual capex values (prior to year of abatement 
technology implementation) and levelised abatement technology capex values 
(in year of implementation and at end of lifetimes). 

AM* opex (£m) Includes counterfactual opex values (prior to year of abatement technology 
implementation) and abatement technology opex values (after year of 
implementation, including CO2 T&S). 
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (6)

* AM = Abatement Measure

Column Output Description

AM* fuel costs (£m) Includes counterfactual fuel cost values (prior to year of abatement technology 
implementation) and abatement technology fuel cost values (after year of 
implementation). 

Total AM* costs (£m) Total AM costs (sum of levelised capex, opex and fuel costs).

Cost Differential (£m) The difference between total AM costs and baseline costs.

Direct in-year abatement 
cost (£/tCO2e)

The discounted levelised cost of abatement for the process’ direct emissions in 
the year of abatement technology implementation.

Indirect in-year abatement 
cost (£/tCO2e)

The discounted levelised cost of abatement for the process’ indirect emissions in 
the year of abatement technology implementation.

Average direct abatement 
cost (£/tCO2e)

The discounted levelised cost of abatement for the process’ direct emissions in 
all years after the year of abatement technology implementation.

Average indirect abatement 
cost (£/tCO2e)

The discounted levelised cost of abatement for the process’ indirect emissions in 
all years after the year of abatement technology implementation.

Baseline electricity / natural 
gas / petroleum / solid fuel 
/ hydrogen / primary 
bioenergy use (GWh)

Baseline projections for fuel consumption before applying any resource 
efficiency, energy efficiency or abatement measures (NB: hydrogen is set to zero; 
solid fuel includes coal, petroleum coke, and non-bio waste; primary bioenergy 
includes biomass, biofuels and bio waste)
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (7)

*REEE = Resource Efficiency and Energy Efficiency

Column Output Description

Post REEE* baseline 
electricity / natural gas / 
petroleum / solid fuel / 
hydrogen / primary 
bioenergy use (GWh)

Baseline projections for fuel consumption after applying REEE* projections, but 
prior to any abatement measures implemented (NB: hydrogen is set to zero; 
solid fuel includes coal, petroleum coke, and non-bio waste; primary bioenergy 
includes biomass, biofuels and bio waste)

Change in electricity / 
natural gas / petroleum / 
solid fuel / hydrogen / 
primary bioenergy use 
(GWh)

Change in fuel consumption between the final total (after abatement 
technologies applied) and the post-REEE* baseline (NB: solid fuel includes coal, 
petroleum coke, and non-bio waste; primary bioenergy includes biomass, 
biofuels and bio waste)

Total electricity / natural 
gas / petroleum / solid fuel 
/ hydrogen / primary 
bioenergy use (GWh)

Total fuel consumption values after pathway run is completed and abatement 
technologies are implemented (NB: solid fuel includes coal, petroleum coke, and 
non-bio waste; primary bioenergy includes biomass, biofuels and bio waste)

Tonnes of CO2 captured 
(MtCO2)

The total volume of CO2 captured from the site’s process (if abated by CCS), 
including negative emissions for biomass processes (i.e. BECCS).

Behaviour component 
(Major, Minor, None), 
Primary, Secondary, 
Category 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Empty columns for CCC post-processing
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (8)

Column Output Description

Total Tonnes of CO2 stored 
(MtCO2)

Total volume of CO2 stored, including CO2 captured from the process (if abated 
by CCS or BECCS) and any CO2 captured upstream from blue H2 production.

NPV costs (£m) The NPV (in 2020) of the cost differential (from 2020 to 2050) between total 
abatement measure costs and baseline (i.e. counterfactual) costs.

NPV emissions (£m) The NPV (in 2020) of the avoided cost of carbon emissions, including both direct 
and indirect emissions abated.

Total NPV to 2050 (£m) The total NPV (in 2020) as a sum of NPV costs and NPV emissions.

Traded / non-traded Indicates whether the site (and by extension, all processes on the site) is traded 
on the EU-ETS or non-traded.

% CARBON Emissions Indicates the % of CO2-equivalents which are attributed to CO2 emissions

% N2O Emissions Indicates the % of CO2-equivalents which are attributed to N2O emissions

% CH4 Emissions Indicates the % of CO2-equivalents which are attributed to CH4 emissions

Remaining lifetime of 
counterfactual (y)

In the year of implementation for a new build abatement technology, indicates 
the remaining lifetime of the counterfactual technology (in years).

Scrappage cost (£) In the year of implementation for a new build abatement technology, indicates 
the cost of scrappage derived from the remaining lifetime of the counterfactual.
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CCC Outputs – list of columns (9)

Column Output Description

CO2 T&S cost from defined 
point (£/t)

In the year of CCS technology implementation, indicates the levelised cost of CO2

transport and storage from a site’s defined point (including onshore trunk 
pipelines, offshore pipelines or shipping costs if relevant).

CO2 onshore transport 
opex (£m/y)

For sites which select CCS abatement, indicates the opex costs of CO2 onshore 
transport (either pipeline or trucking) from the site to its defined point.

CO2 onshore pipeline capex 
(£m)

For sites which select CCS abatement with a dedicated CO2 pipeline from the site 
to its defined point, indicates the capex costs of the onshore pipeline.

H2 pipeline capex (£m) For sites which select hydrogen abatement with a dedicated hydrogen delivery 
pipeline from the defined point to the site, indicates the capex costs of the 
onshore hydrogen pipeline.

H2 grid/trucking/pipeline 
opex (£m/y)

For sites which select hydrogen abatement, indicates the opex costs of hydrogen 
onshore transport delivery (either pipeline, trucking, or grid) from the defined 
point to the site.

DUKES Sector Indicates the relative DUKES (Digest of UK Energy Statistics) sector for the 
emissions which corresponds closely to the emissions mapped within the 
model’s defined industrial sectors.

Current Involvement in H2 
Economy

Indicates if the site currently produces hydrogen for internal consumption or for 
sale (defined in the “NAEI Point Source Data 2017” tab).
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NRMM (Non-road Mobile Machinery) Outputs

• These are output sheets for the NRMM abatement analysis conducted by the CCC:

– Sheet names: NRMM Headwinds Central; NRMM People; NRMM Inno Max.

– Each tab contains the identical corresponding headings to the ‘CCC Outputs’ tab to input the values for 
each of the respective scenarios

• At the end of each model run, the NRMM outputs are copied from these tabs and pasted at the bottom of 
the ‘CCC Outputs’ table

• Both the Process and Element Sector columns are labelled as NRMM for identification

• Acronyms for abatement options provided by the CCC:

– ICE Generator (ICE_G)

– H2 Large machinery (H2_LM)

– Electric Small machinery (E_SM)

– Electric Medium machinery (E_MM)

– Electric Large machinery (E_LM)

– ICE Small machinery with Bio (B_SM)

– ICE Large machinery with Bio (B_LM)
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‘Infrastructure T&S CAPEX’ sheet

This sheet is filled automatically after a model run and summarises the capital costs (UK-wide total, demand 
from all sectors requiring CCS) for CO2 T&S infrastructure components from 2017 to 2050, broken down by:

• CO2 Storage – calculated from the final injection rates into each of the defined storage regions (Northern 
and Central North Sea, Southern North Sea, and East Irish Sea) using levelised storage cost curves (EE’s H2

Supply Chain Evidence Base / ETI Brine Production Tool)

– NB: Due to slight decreases in baseline emissions without the addition of any new CCS plants in earlier 
years, decreases in CO2 storage demand resulted in negative incremental CO2 storage capex values. 
These negative values were eliminated with a conditional statement to reflect the infrastructure costs 
for the higher demand in the prior year.  This approach is inconsistent in the main modelling (sites 
assess CO2 T&S network costs slightly lower than these final capex figures) leading to minor additional 
costs in the total infrastructure capex. However, this was deemed insignificant (e.g. in Central scenario 
the negative corrected costs reflect less than 1% of the economy-wide CO2 T&S infrastructure).

• CO2 Offshore Pipelines – calculated from the final offshore pipeline capacities and lengths, with costs from 
EE’s BEIS CO2 Shipping Model

• CO2 Shipping – calculated from the final selection of shipping terminals, distances and capacities, with costs 
from EE’s BEIS CO2 Shipping Model

• CO2 Onshore Pipelines (excluding industry dedicated pipelines) – calculated for the two major onshore 
trunk pipelines (in-land Humberside to Humberside terminal and Peak District to Merseyside) and 
estimates of the additional CO2 pipelines for other economy sectors, with costs from EE’s CCUS at Dispersed 
Sites work for BEIS.

There is also an estimate for the final 2050 capex required for hydrogen storage

• H2 Storage – calculated based on final regional hydrogen demands at each defined point, with salt cavern 
costs from EE’s H2 Supply Chain Evidence Base work and ammonia costs from the H21 North of England 
report
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Element Energy is a leading low carbon energy consultancy working in a range of sectors including industrial decarbonisation, carbon capture
utilisation and storage (CCUS), hydrogen, low carbon transport, low carbon heat, renewable power generation, energy networks, and energy
storage. Element Energy works with a broad range of private and public sector clients to address challenges across the low carbon energy sector.

For further information please contact: 
CCUSindustry@element-energy.co.uk
Richard.Simon@element-energy.co.uk

www.element-energy.co.uk
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